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Introduction:
At first, when I started off writing this manuscript, I soon realized that it would be difficult
to begin and end with this awareness in a logical and comprehensible manner. As soon as I
started with one aspect, it was like opening up a can of worms which revealed a string of
other problems up to the point where it seemed some of the aspects are even interrelated
with each other. Furthermore, a new set of gimmicks and false teachings and prophecies as
well as a lack of integrity appeared to be rising up from the very midst of the Church leaders
on a monthly basis.
I am writing it down as the Holy Spirit reveals it to me and I trust that the He will also guide
you through this. I trust that He will equip you as the reader with discernment to distinguish
between right and wrong, good and evil and hopefully at the end you will understand the
seriousness of it all.
Let me begin with Scripture: (Jer. 23:9 -14)








“Concerning the prophets: My heart is broken within me; all my bones shake; I am like a
drunken man, like a man overcome by wine, because of the LORD and because of his holy
words. For the land is full of adulterers; because of the curse the land mourns, and the
pastures of the wilderness are dried up. Their course is evil, and their might is not right.
Verse 11: "Both prophet and priest are ungodly; even in my house I have found their
evil, declares the LORD.
Therefore their way shall be to them like slippery paths in the darkness, into which they
shall be driven and fall, for I will bring disaster upon them in the year of their
punishment, declares the LORD.
Verse 13: In the prophets of Samaria I saw an unsavory thing: they prophesied by Baal
and led my people Israel astray.
Verse 14: But in the prophets of Jerusalem I have seen a horrible thing: they commit
adultery and walk in lies; they strengthen the hands of evildoers, so that no one turns
from his evil; all of them have become like Sodom to me, and its inhabitants like
Gomorrah."

This was a very serious accusation from God against His prophets and priests at the time.
They were prophesying good news to the people of Israel through Baal that misled them
and it had no value at all, but in the end it brought only the wrath of God upon them all.
During a morning service in 2008, I used the example of the Trojan Horse in a message
(“Defend and Attack strategies”) at our local assembly and as I was going through my notes
again on the Monday morning afterwards (which I never do), the Lord spoke clearly to me
and said:

“The Trojan Horse is IN the Church!”
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I was quite astounded especially when the thought about it started to make sense and the
impact it might have on people’s lives and their faith. A few months ago I started to write a
book about my ministry years in which I intend to include a couple of topics and lessons that
I have learned along the way – and this topic was most definitely one of them. But the
volume of information then warranted it to be in a separate book on its own.

The purpose of this manuscript is not to discredit churches or the leaders of churches, or
to launch a personal attack on specific people, but I am sure when you read through this you
will receive new insight and understanding about the seriousness of things happening right
under our noses. To see the activities, practices and things happening in local churches from
a different light altogether so that you will not fall in the same trap as thousands of other
people. Unfortunately I will also reveal specific names or websites of well-known pastors
and their specific prophecies, in order to open up the seriousness of it all. Thousands of
people follow these pastors and other self-proclaimed prophets without checking out the
fruit of Spirit first, or at least aligning the prophecies to the truth of the Word. And if you are
a pastor and these things are happening in your local church, I pray that you will have the
boldness and integrity as a true leader in Christ to stop any false practices and gimmicks and
change what needs to be changed in the truth of the Holy Spirit.
This is NOT to scare you away from your local church, but the Church needs to regain the
gift of Discernment, as without this gift the Church is blind and deaf. We are most definitely
living in the end times and we cannot afford to accept any new gimmick and process to be
valid and genuine, even if it is portrayed as “under the guidance of the Holy Spirit”. There is
absolutely no benefit in a prophecy if it is not coming straight from the Lord. The purpose of
this document is NOT to judge, but rather to provide a guideline to discern between right
and wrong, good and evil.

Over the past 20 odd years I have seen so many new practices and gimmicks unfold within
the church environment, but the main focus that I would like to address through this
manuscript, is the fact that people would declare prophecies in local churches and even
post them on Facebook as “.....so says the Lord”. It also seems to me that the
prophecies of prosperity has abounded over the last 7 years due to the worldwide recession
and therefore the people in the church are ready and open to receive any good news in
these terrible and trying times. They would accept any good news and promise and even
build their lives upon it as it gives them hope. Unfortunately this hope is based upon a lie –
no matter how much faith or prayer you try to put in it. The Scripture in Jer. 23 is very clear
about this issue when people speak on behalf of God, or uses His Name in vain. But let’s use
the advice of the Apostle Paul first in this regard as a guideline:
 Do not quench the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies, but test everything; hold fast
what is good. Abstain from every form of evil. (1Th 5:19-22)
Dr. Eric J. Heath (Th.D) - Part fulfillment of his Ph.D degree
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Yes, I have seen and experienced situations where true prophecies of God were despised
and the Spirit of God quenched. The Lord spoke quite clearly to the white leaders of a
specific Pentecostal group in South Africa in the early 90’s and they did not listen up. The
result of this one single prophecy was disastrous for them as of today they do not have one
single white assembly left. Therefore, there is a very fine line of discernment needed to
identify the truth from the false and we desperately need to adhere to Paul’s warning to
test everything – especially in these last days!

Do not accept everything as truth!
Not even the information contained in this manuscript as it is still your responsibility to do
further research, test each statement, pray about it and let the true Spirit of God and His
Word show you the Way and the Truth!

But also do not despise it when it is true!
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Chapter 1:
The History of the Trojan horse
The story of the Trojan horse stems from the war between the Greeks and the people from
the city of Troy. The city was fortified in such a manner that the Greeks battled for more
than 10 years to enter the city without success.
The Trojan horse was the final strategy of the Greeks to be able to enter the fortified walls
and gates of Troy and to end the conflict. They built a huge figure of a horse from wood and
hid a select few men (warriors) in the belly of the wooden horse and then pretended to sail
away from the war front. The Trojans were ecstatic that the war was finally over and
thought the Greeks accepted their defeat and provided this wooden horse as a token of
their victory. With this in mind, they pulled the huge wooden horse as a victory trophy
through the gates and into the city boundaries.

Various concepts of the Trojan horse exist and the one on the right was built for purposes of the movie: The Trojan Horse.
Any images or constructions are products of the imagination of the artists, as no images of the horse have survived even from classical
times. (Source: Internet)

The people of Troy went to sleep after all the celebrations and the warriors crept out of the
horse during the night. They opened the gates to the city to the rest of the Greek army, who
had all along sailed back under the cover of night. The Greek army entered and killed the
people of Troy and destroyed the city from the inside and thus ending the war.
The legend and moral of the story has become well known across the whole world and the
phrase of “a Trojan Horse” is widely accepted to mean any trick that causes a target to
invite a foe into a securely protected bastion or place.
Although the priest and other people warned King Priam of Troy not to accept any gifts from
the Greeks (because they could not be trusted), he ignored the warning signs and was too
glad to see the Greeks leave in their boats. “Do not trust the horse, Trojans! Whatever it is, I
fear the Greeks, even bringing gifts.” (Book 11 of Virgil’s Aeneid)
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According to various writers and researchers, between 30 (with 2 extra spies in the mouth
of the horse) and even 50 men were hid in the horse, but through the years the number was
standardized at 40. Personally I think it was 40 plus the horse itself makes it 41 – as the
number 41 means “Deception” (from Arithmetic of God – Don Kistler). This book can also
be downloaded from our website (www.galmin.co.za)
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Chapter 2:
The deception is IN the Church
How serious is the problem?
I am writing this from my own experience and research over the past 10 years or so and
based upon this I can conclude that the Church has lost her vision and gone off course to
follow idols and money to a large extend. In a short period of 20 years in the ministry (of
which 3 years as a Youth Leader), I have seen the changes coming through and how easily
“the elect” can be deceived.
The CORE business/ministry of any congregation should be to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus
Christ in the true power of the Holy Spirit to a dying world. Nothing less and nothing more!
It is supposed to be this core business (ministry) of the Church in the true power of the Holy
Spirit that should define the character of the Church. The Apostle Paul says the Kingdom of
God is not in word, but in power (1Co 4:20), but unfortunately the Church has evolved to be
rather more than a social club than anything else. The Church needs to be transformed
once again by the infusion of the TRUE Spirit of God and to burn away all the dross that’s
been implemented and allowed in the services today.
Where is the true manifested power of the Holy Spirit? I am not talking about the
“organized gimmicks” in the church where people “fall under the Spirit” and being led to
Christ through a “sinners prayer”? NO! I am talking about the Spirit of God that convicts of
unrighteousness and then leads people to repentance and a complete transformation – to
become a truly new creation! That is the God whom I serve and that is the Gospel of Jesus
Christ which is a power from God for salvation!
Maybe there would be a rise in voices coming through from my colleagues in the ministry
about my limited experience in the ministry, but please bear with me and read further. The
early Pentecostal Churches were places where you found the movement and presence of
the Holy Spirit and where the praise and worship left you in awe of the One God being
worshipped. Today it seems that some local pastors are being worshipped more as
celebrities than what our Lord Jesus Christ is hailed as the Messiah. And let me add to this –
it was in those early days when the band only existed between an organ, lead and bass
guitar players and maybe two to four singers.
 No fancy equipment and lights – especially not the strobe lights that you would find
in discos and dance parties;
 No smoke rising from the pulpit or platform;
 The Pastors even brought “condemnation preaching” in terms of today’s messages;
 But the anointing made all the difference and it still does when the musicians come
to the party with clean hearts and minds and full of the Spirit of God.
The main problem in the Church today is the lack of discernment through the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. The Church has gone deaf and blind and therefore unable to identify the real
threat in its midst. The leaders have allowed other spirits into their services and slowly but
surely has taken over – because if it’s happening in other mega/main stream churches or
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the USA, then it should be right and from God? No, not always and it is only through the
discernment of the Spirit of God that you will be able to see right from wrong.
And the right answer should ALWAYS align up with the Word of God.
The legend of the Trojan horse is also applicable to the Church and for this purpose, I would
like to explain how and why and in what dimensions the Trojan horse of the enemy has
already entered into the fortified gates and walls of the Church.
Take for instance the number of men (40) apparently hidden inside the horse and then we
see the meaning of this number to be “tribulation......” When the enemy is welcomed and
released on the inside of the Church, the Church will experience a period of tribulation and
death – in the same sense where the people of Israel travelled in the desert for 40 years and
all of them over the age of 20 died. I am not saying that a lot of people will pass away soon,
but a lot of people will “die spiritually” because of the on-going deception, the “good news
prophecy syndrome” and various gimmicks to camouflage the absence of the Holy Spirit in
churches.
But how and where does this legend then fit into the Church of today and is the Trojan
horse of deception really IN the Church, or is it only my opinion and a figment of my
imagination? Let’s firstly look at Scripture in this regard:



Now the Spirit says clearly that in the last times some people will abandon the faith
by following deceitful spirits, the teachings of demons, and the hypocrisy of liars,
whose consciences have been burned by a hot iron. 1Ti 4:1-2 ISV
If you continue to point these things out to the brothers, you will be a good servant of
Christ Jesus, nourished by the words of the faith and the healthy teaching that you
have followed closely. Do not have anything to do with godless myths and fables of
old women, but train yourself in godliness. 1Ti 4:6-7

We are all part of an ongoing war against Satan and he wants to take as many as possible
souls as souvenirs with him to hell. Scripture teaches that we need to take up the full armor
of God (Paul repeats himself twice to press down the urgency of this) so that we may
withstand the schemes of the devil. He wrote that “we do not wrestle against flesh and
blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against the cosmic powers over this
present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly places.” (Eph. 6:11-13)
We need to stand firm in the truth of the Word of God and not allow ourselves to be
manipulated, deceived or condemned by the sly schemes and half-truths that the devil
will fabricate to let it sound as the truth - but it is totally removed from it!
We all know the saying: “If you sleep in a garage every night, it does not mean that you are
now a car or even will become one in time”. I want to take it further: “Everything that
happens in a church between the opening and closing prayers, is NOT always the truth
according to the Word of God or at least being guided through the Spirit of God – even if it
happens inside a church building and the name of Jesus Christ is mentioned or called upon
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in such a service!” Even if it sounds like a good idea to do something, it does not say that it
is a God-idea or according to His will. A large portion of the Church has changed to become
more and more like social clubs, to provide entertainment to the members and to smooth
the ears of the big tithe payers, because in the end the Church has become BIG business. It
has evolved to follow the route of money. Mega churches are now incorporating secular
businesses into their extravagant buildings that provide a monthly fixed income to the
church, which in turn grows their fixed investments to millions of rand’s and of course
provide to the leaders a very lavish lifestyle.
There is a very fine line between the flesh (carnal mindedness), the soul (humanistic) and
the spirit (the area in which the Spirit of God functions). From firsthand experience and
feedback from other people, quite a lot of local churches will qualify only to be a good social
club, as it delivers only on the carnal and soul level, but nothing more than that. Jesus
himself warned us: “For false christs and false prophets will arise and perform great signs
and wonders, so as to lead astray, if possible, even the elect. (Mat 24:24)

The fight from within:
When you speak to people who do not want to see the error in their ways; such as false
prophets and teachers; fornicators; adulterers; lesbians and homosexuals - sinful people in
general according to the Word of God - and even church leaders who strayed from the truth
according to the Word of God, how quickly they would retaliate by saying you are
“judgmental” and “negative and critical” of all things.
Now there is a big difference between being judgmental (when we judge and condemn a
person to hell) and being critical (always negative and cannot see the good in anything) and
the fact that we need to discern (to test everything and measure it against the Word of God
if it is good or evil, right or wrong. I do not see the devil in everything, but when the Lord is
revealing him to us, then we should listen up! Over and above this, we still have to deal
with the “Grace above all” or “Grace is everything” or the “once saved always saved”
teachings where the Church is not allowed to speak the truth of sin anymore, because then
it is “condemnation preaching”. Once again, there is a fine line between telling (preaching
and teaching) people about the sin of this world and in their lives which eventually would
destroy them and take them to hell, and then the plain condemnation preaching where
nothing that you do is good enough for God.
Once again the Apostle Paul gives us this sound advice:
 Do not quench the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies, but test everything; hold fast
what is good. Abstain from every form of evil. (1Th 5:19-22)
 Test everything with the Word of God! Even use your common sense that God has
created you with.
Satan is bringing the fight from within the very structures of the Church in the same sense
as what the Greeks did with the Trojan horse. On top of that he is even using the leaders of
the Church to continue with his dirty work and they are not even aware of it! Let me give
you an example. Earlier this year I saw a “prophecy” on Facebook from a Prophet Sylvester
Ofori who wrote the following:
Dr. Eric J. Heath (Th.D) - Part fulfillment of his Ph.D degree
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“I want to decree to somebody here today from the direction you are not expecting help
will come to you in Jesus name. Signs and Wonders will multiply in your life. The grace to
enjoy divine health for the rest of your life is coming to you right now. For the rest of your
life you will not know sickness again. All your dreams will come to pass, all your
expectations will become manifestations. Oh come on somebody if you receive this word
on today, shout a big "HALLELUYAH" and make the devil mad”.
One of the concerns that I will also deal with through this manuscript is that every Tom, Dick
and Harry these days are not only “pastors”, but is now all of a sudden called “prophets”. It
seems that the title of “prophet” conveys more status and power and has a higher image
amongst the church members? I will discuss this issue later in more detail.
Referring back to his prophecy, there is no other better way than to say it straight forward:
UTTER RUBBISH!!!!
 “Signs and wonders will multiply in your life” – only if you follow the Word of God!
 “The grace to enjoy divine health for the rest of your life is coming to you right now.” –
for the rest of my life? Says who and on what authority? It is un-Biblical!
 “For the rest of your life you will not know sickness again?” - Not in this world
according to the Word of God! Un-Biblical!
 “All your dreams will come to pass, all your expectations will become manifestations” Wow! Prosperity here we come! All my dreams?
This is a typical “good news syndrome prophecy” and the root of this is being carnally
minded and based upon humanism:
 To satisfy the needs and desires of the flesh!
 He is speaking to the desires of people’s hearts and NOT according to the will of God!
This is in complete opposition from what the Apostle Paul wrote:
“Therefore, since we have been justified by faith, we have peace with God through our Lord Jesus
Christ. Through him we have also obtained access by faith into this grace in which we stand, and
we rejoice in hope of the glory of God. More than that, we rejoice in our sufferings, knowing that
suffering produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and character produces hope,
and hope does not put us to shame, because God's love has been poured into our hearts through
the Holy Spirit who has been given to us”. Rom 5:1-5 –KJV)

The Apostle Paul is writing about sufferings which produce endurance and endurance that
produces character, etc. It is especially through the trials and tribulations that we grow in
Christ as we learn to trust Him more and more with all situations in our life.
According to his Facebook page I am probably the odd one out as more than 1500 people
like this! The only conclusion that I can draw from this is that the Church is ripe and ready
for the coming of the Anti-Christ! The Church will welcome him with open arms and fall for
each new trick and sign and wonder. Once again the following scripture comes to mind!
“For false christs and false prophets will arise and perform great signs and wonders, so as
to lead astray, if possible, even the elect. (Mat 24:24)
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This is a serious matter and one to consider carefully
under and through the real Holy Spirit of God
and not through the spirit that reveals itself
in some churches these days.
Sometimes I wonder if we are even still serving the same God and if the same Holy Spirit is
evident in these services? The Apostle Paul wrote that we should be drenched (1 Cor.
12:13) through ONE Spirit! But why does it feel we are dealing with different spirits when
visiting various churches? Some people are talking about the “kundilini spirit” (false holy
spirit), but I do not have enough evidence or study material to back this up and you can go
and do your own research in this regard. In Venda (South Africa), a typical Nigerian demonic
spirit is operational in a majority of churches and the sad thing of it all is that it is attracting
people to come and listen and then being captured by the power of it.
We as pastors and leaders are most definitely NOT in a popularity contest! We only need to
please our God and Savior and through this process we will unfortunately displease some
people around us and even make some enemies along the way – because they do not want
to hear the Word of truth that we speak in love! One of our pastors asked me some time
ago: “What do you think is the Lord saying to His Church today?” My immediate response
was: “I don’t think the Lord is saying anything to His Church, because we have too many
“prophets” who are talking on behalf of God through their “prophecies” of “….so says the
Lord!” And I still feel the same way writing this manuscript – maybe even more so now!

The “Good News Syndrome”:
The similarity between the Church and the Trojan horse is just too great to be
ignored!
What better way to
attack the Church from
the inside with its own
arsenal of weapons!

The Church is being caught sleeping after all the
celebrations of hearing the “good news syndrome
prophecies” of prosperity and abundance to come.
“The war is over.” Is it or has it only now begun?

The Church received the Good News of the Gospel of Jesus Christ to proclaim to a dying
world that salvation and forgiveness of sins can be received through His blood. But it seems
that the Church has been captured to be in bondage again by the very same good news.
This could only happen when the leaders of the church veered off the true Gospel road and
tend to preach and feed the “good news syndrome” in the lives of their people.
One again I want to highlight this fact that if you are called to be a pastor or any other
religious leader, then you have not been called or requested to enter into a “popularity
contest”. You have been called to lead the people (the sons and daughters of the Almighty
God) according to His Word and guidance of the Holy Spirit. This is a very important task
and one which should not be taken lightly.
Dr. Eric J. Heath (Th.D) - Part fulfillment of his Ph.D degree
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I want to say this out loud:
 If you are not called by God to be in the ministry, stay out or rather get out of it.
 Do yourself and a lot of people a favor, before you are going to be a disgrace to the
ministry and the Gospel of Jesus Christ!
 If you are called for the ministry and are busy with false practices and maybe even
adulterous affairs on the side line, stop it immediately and get your act together.
Repent your sins and start fresh in the true power of the Holy Spirit!
 If you are in the ministry upon a calling of God and doing the right thing with
integrity, then please pray with me that the Holy Spirit will clean out the church
structures again.
Newspapers and tabloids are making millions on spreading doom and gloom to feed on the
negative tendencies of people. However, people in general like to hear good news and tend
to shy away from bad news. Therefore, on the one hand some church leaders prefer to
follow the trends in the religious world instead of the Word of God and fall in line by feeding
the desires of their congregations and their quest for the “good news” – which becomes a
“good news syndrome” because they never get satisfied or grow up to spiritual maturity.
On the other hand, the leaders are also found between “the tube and the tire” effect
because if they do not conform to this good news syndrome, they would lose all their big
tithe payers in a flash. Simply because there is another church and pastor around the corner
who would gladly oblige in their expectations.
Years ago the preachers delivered “hell, fire and brimstone” type of messages and
threatened people with hell in order for them to accept Jesus Christ as Savior. Many people
came to repentance and served the Lord but today this type of preaching is termed as
“condemnation preaching”. The other side of the penny is the “Grace message” where
people are not confronted with sin in their lives anymore and it seems that the members
can now live as how they want to – because you only have to believe to be saved. Both
scenarios has its good and bad elements and the Church needs to find the right balance
between the two as the people needs to hear the Word of God in truth and in love. They
need to hear and know that sin is not OK with God, but He also would like to have a
personal relationship with you and me.
The problem on hand is that the world is tired of all the struggles and lies of politicians. They
need a Savior but do not want to accept the “Terms and Conditions” from the Gospel of
Jesus Christ. Even the Church for that matter are tired of fighting the good fight and just
want to hear that they are “champions”, “once saved always saved” and “you only have to
believe to receive all the blessings” from God. “Donate so much money to the church, to
receive a special blessing from God”. Therefore The Church has become to a large extend
nothing more than a “bless-me-club”.
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Through this teaching I hope to show you clearly the dangers of what is happening in the
modern church of today and that the church has been captured under this terrible spell
(curse) of the “good news syndrome”. The Gospel of Jesus Christ is still the Good News for
all mankind and it still saves people’s lives as the Apostle Paul declared in the book of
Romans:
“For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto
salvation to everyone that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek.” (Rom
1:16 – KJV)
And in verse 17 he continues: “For therein is the righteousness of God revealed from faith
to faith: as it is written, The just shall live by faith.”
 “from faith to faith”
 “the just shall live by faith”.
Unfortunately the faith of men is being replaced with the false prophecies of prosperity and
hope. Through this the congregation will never grow to spiritual maturity and this is only
happening or being allowed in the Church due to the absence of the Spirit of Discernment
and also due to a lack of knowledge from the Word. Both these aspects of discernment and
knowledge of the Word, goes hand in hand with each other as the one supports the other.
Let me explain through the writer of the Book of Hebrews, as he makes the following
statement:
 “We have much to say about this, but it is difficult to explain because you have become
too lazy to understand.
 In fact, though by now you should be teachers, you still need someone to teach you the
basic truths of God's word. You have become people who need milk instead of solid
food.
 For everyone who lives on milk is still a baby and is inexperienced in the message of
righteousness.
 But solid food is for mature people, whose minds are trained by practice to distinguish
good from evil. Heb. 5:11-14 – ISV)
The Church has become too lazy to understand and by the time they know the Gospel, they
should all be teachers (witnesses) of the Word, but they still need someone to teach them
due to a lack of knowledge. Based upon the knowledge of the Word and through the Spirit
of God you will be able to distinguish (discern) between what is right and wrong, between
good and evil! He is talking about mature people whose minds are trained by practice to
discern and who are not afraid to speak up about the wrong and the evil inside the Church!
God even prophesied through His prophet that “My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge” (Hos 4:6- KJV). Today is no different from the days of Israel in the Old
Testament, because people tend not to read the Bible, let alone study it to receive wisdom
and insight.
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Chapter 3:
Spiritual Horoscopes
Daily prophecies:
“On your walls, O Jerusalem, I have set watchmen; all the day and all the night
they shall never be silent. You who put the LORD in remembrance, take no rest, and
give him no rest until he establishes Jerusalem and makes it a praise in the earth.”
(Isa 62:6-7 ESV)
“Go through, go through the gates; prepare the way for the people; build up, build
up the highway; clear it of stones; lift up a signal over the peoples”. (Isa 62:10 ESV)
First of all I want to make it quite clear that I do believe in the 9-gifts of the Spirit and
especially in the prophetic ministry. I have personally experienced it in my own ministry and
that of other pastors where the Lord has used us many times to give someone a word of
encouragement, correction and also to discern where pain, thoughts of suicide, trauma, the
wrong attitude, etc. exists in people’s lives. Through this awesome gift of the Spirit of God,
the hidden secrets of people’s hearts were revealed in love for the Lord to bring healing and
restoration, without the need to be called “prophets.”
These pastors do not generalise about “someone in this building has got high blood
pressure”, but would rather pinpoint the specific person that the Lord has revealed to them.
In any case, in a church group of 50 people, you would find at least 2 to 3 people with high
blood pressure, or someone with diabetes, especially if they are overweight. That is
common knowledge and not part of the prophetic gifting. So, with this in mind, I am fully
aware of the functioning of the gift of prophecy and even the “office of the Prophet”, as it is
not something new to me. Remember the word “prophecy” is not only a Biblical word, but
the meaning also refer to the following aspects:
 Predictions;
 Forecasts;
 Divinations;
 Foresight;
 Foretelling;
And these aspects above clearly refer to “witchcraft”. The Bible is quite clear about
“predicting the future” or “calling upon the dead” for a message and there are even equal in
number the warnings about the false prophets.
Recently I have noticed that friends of mine on Facebook would post a specific scripture and
then write something (short message or insight on the scripture) or a personal prayer that
the Lord has laid upon their hearts for all their friends as for a daily inspiration purpose, etc.
There is no problem in doing so and I think it is great when people are open and free about
their relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ as personal Saviour and by sharing the Word of
God. But it would even be better to pinpoint the specific person that you want to send the
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scripture or prayer to, as it would also be part of a prophetic gifting if and when you hit the
target on the right time.

On the other hand I do have a major concern
with the “daily prophecies” being circulated on Facebook
and other internet pages and even in church. Especially where they
use the phrase: “...so says the Lord!”
About 7 years ago my sister in law started to send out prophetic messages that she received
from a website she registered with. At first I thought this is nice and yes, it clearly also
spoke to me as myself, our family and even the local church had been going through some
tough times and we were hungry for a word from the Lord or some affirmation to just keep
on going. But after three or four weeks, these prophecies that she circulated started to
bother me.
When I questioned myself (my attitude and behaviour) and the validity of these prophecies,
it immediately brought forth a disturbing emotion in my spirit and it did not feel right
anymore. The Spirit of the Lord revealed to me that these “daily prophecies” are in the
same manner as what the world refers to as the “daily/ weekly horoscopes” – where
people would read and follow these “prophecies” from “clairvoyants of the world” as to
what they may expect to happen in the following week or even day.
The only difference is that it is not linked to your “birth star” as in the horoscopes, but it is
linked to your “birth right” – being born again through the Blood of Jesus Christ! It is aimed
at you and to deceive, mislead and even destroy you. “The thief comes only to steal,
slaughter, and destroy. I have come that they may have life, and have it abundantly. (Joh.
10:10 – ISV), and Satan (thief) will use ANY method available to achieve his goals.

A spiritual horoscope is not linked to your
“birth star” – but aimed at your “birth right”
in Jesus Christ!
Satan is not going to knock on your door and pick a fight! No! He will come in – rather
infiltrate – portray himself as a friend (like a wolf in sheep’s clothes) and then subtly bring
the fight from within the stronghold.
During my research, a long time brother and friend of mine in the ministry all of a sudden
started to post “prophecies” on his Facebook page. I wrote him a personal message and
asked him where he is getting this from. He did not answer my question but reacted by
asking me if I like this? When I said “NO” because it reminds me of the horoscopes in
magazines, etc. he was immediately furious with me. Although I tried to show him the
danger of such “spiritual horoscopes”, he just brushed it aside and accused me of being
judgmental and that it contains much value for him and all the people who read it on his
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Facebook. After my second attempt to show him the dangers of this from the Word of God,
I was plainly deleted from his Facebook group. I guess that is one way to get rid of the facts
when it does not conform to your own personal theories?
My wife received the same prophecy from another long-time friend on her Facebook and
when questioned about the origin of this prophecy, she was also verbally attacked for no
reason at all. This made me think about what spirit was now residing behind this all?
Eventually we found out it is coming from the same website on the internet. More
information about this to follow.

Vague Prophecies to fit mankind:
I phoned one of our senior pastors, Pastor Noel Coetzee who is also a mentor to me to test
the deceiving/demonic power of such a vague “prophecy”. He immediately listened when I
told him I do have a word for him, but asked me about three times if I have received this
Word from God or did someone else give it to me for him, or what. (He is too clever to be
misled).
I just ignored his questions and continued with the “prophecy”. I could hear him listen to
each sentence that I read and heard him being in agreement of each statement. I continued
for a while but then stopped as I knew that I was now just messing with his emotions. His
response was that each statement was a true reflection of his situation – as it is the same as
mine and many others (that I also tested) going through tough times financially, etc. This is
the prophecy that I used: (Spelling mistakes not mine!)
You have waited so long for the move of God promised in His Word. He spoke His Rhema to
your Spirit. You chose to believe God. Faith and patience are the keys that will allow the
manifestation of His Word for you. Stand fast and do not be entangled with the world
anymore which only brings bondage.
Step out into the directions that God has given to you this summer. Do not fear the natural
appearance of a temporary lack of finances. He is guiding you, He has already provided for
you. Stand up. Step up. And walk freely into His presence where there is always fullness of
joy. Search for Him this season with all of your heart. He will surely be found and turn your
enemies into footstools for your sake. The Lord has delivered you out of many things, some
even this past year. This is a season that God wants to really bless you. He is calling for a
seed to sow into His kingdom. He is calling this seed to be multiplied back to you even this
year. Expect God will be doing something great for you.
For many people the Lord is say that this is your season for your ministery to come forward.
He has given you a vision. He told you in times past this Word found in (Hab 2:2-3) And the
Lord answered me and said Write the vision, make it plain upon tables, that he may run that
readeth it. For the vision is yet for an appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not
lie: though it tarry, wait for it: becuase it will surely come, it will not tarry. Although it has
seemed to tarry in the past, it will surely come soon, His timing has come.
Some have be asking and believing God for their own homes and vehicles as well as other
necessitites and desires. With the natural economy as it is you have almost put aside those
hopes. The Lord is not hindered by the economy. There is a miracle out there with your
name of it. You know just who you are.
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All these pastors and friends accepted the “prophecy” as valid and for them, because of
their faith in me who is giving it to them. But the truth is that this “prophecy” is especially
written in such a vague manner and with specific symbolism to “fit hundreds of people’s”
lives. It is completely false and you can download it from an internet website. Do you see
how easy it is to fool someone even in the modern times today with the so called
“prophecies” in the Church? Yes, this also happens in churches! Let me give you another
example:
“You will come to know with a shock that a friend is envious of you. They will not
say it out loud, but you can read between the lines. Take some time to think it
through, because the wrong reaction could only aggravate the situation. You may
have greater psychological insight into this matter and should act accordingly. Try
to have some empathy.”
This is from a weekly Astrology horoscope message in a popular magazine (Huisgenoot) in
South Africa - dated 28 June 2012 and translated to English. Can you see the similarities and
the same vagueness, but also the specific symbolism being used to fit hundreds and
thousands of people?
Now look at one of the “daily prophecies” being posted on a website with the name of
“Small straws in the wind” from Bill and Marsha Burns and being circulated by other
Christians and even pastors:
“Be patient and wait for the proper time and opportunity to deal with places of
division and strife. There are corrections to be made, but certainly not in the heat
of the moment. I am in process of revealing hidden motives and attitudes in
yourself and others that can result in honest examination and communication.
Refuse to rise up in pride in any confrontation. Humility is the key to resolution,
says the Lord.”
I am sure that you are clever enough to see the similarities clearly – it is only the wording or
symbolism that differ between the two – except for the latter one which also includes “...so
says the Lord”. I think the verdict is already out on this one!

Influence of the Internet: Daily “prophetic words” being posted on Facebook and various
websites:


I am the Lord God Most Holy, and I come to you this day to touch you, to bring you to a
place of remembrance that I, by Myself, visit My people with Holy Fire to bring you
higher and to bring you beyond the journey that you have been on. I will bring you into
the valley of vision that you might see and understand My purpose in this season. Come
with faith, come to receive, come and be refreshed, renewed, restored, and healed. Let
My Spirit burn in your spirit and let that fire transform you and take you beyond the
natural. Let it take you into the supernatural realm, and let it happen now, says the Lord.
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I think this one seals the deal (The words in bold and in brackets are mine):
 Come on into the Holy Place. The fires are burning brightly. The wind of My Spirit is
blowing upon that fire. For, I am bringing forth a fire in this land (which land ???)
that shall never be forgotten. My glorious church will arise. The glory that you bring
to God Almighty (??? – why not “...you bring to Me..”) will be consumed by the fire
and your sacrifices will be received as you come to Me, says the Lord. I am bringing
forth a revival that .. shall be spoken of in eternity. (unscriptural). The demonstration
of that which I am about to do shall be so great and so glorious that it cannot be
forgotten. For it will be indeed the greatest of revivals ... (where????)... My beloved
shall come forth transformed, translated into the kingdom of God. I am well pleased
with you, (?????) My people, who seek to move into the next day that is before you
(??? What does this mean) . I will release a fresh anointing that will quicken, refresh,
restore and renew (same favorite words being used in other “prophecies” as well )
life in your environment, says the Lord. Position yourself to receive. (???Where,
how?)
This is now one of the “prophecies” being posted by Bill and Marsha Burns on their website
– probably in the USA – and it is riddled with vagueness and specific symbolism such as “fire;
revival; “etc. but we need to look closer and deeper into these things, such as:
 Where will this happen (which country and which city)
 Will there be such a revival still before the Lord returns again?
 Use the question technique of “What; why; where; when and whom” to determine
the validity of prophecies. We have to check them out!
God does not speak vaguely to His people. He does NOT blurt out a prophecy to see who
accepts it and who doesn’t. He is direct and purposeful in everything He does and says.
And what He says, He will do and it will come to pass!
Well I thought this previous one was the ultimate, until my wife Venetia sent me this one
apparently posted by the well known and late Prophet Kobus van Rensburg:
 “Its time to take God on His word, get renewed in the Spirit of our minds and get the
word of God working in our lives for a change, we are destined for nothing but
success...
IN A VISION: I saw a tall tower with a steep stairway going to the top, and at the top
of the tower was ; SUCCESS, PROSPERITY, JOY, PEACE, MARRIAGE, BETTER CARS,
BETTER JOBS, HEALING, ALL THE DESIRES OF GOD'S PEOPLE... and people were
walking up this stairway to get to the top, but somewhere in the middle they would
slip and slide down to the bottom, some of the people would hang on somewhere in
the middle, but no one really got to the top... BUT ON THIS DAY I DECLARE YOU WILL
GET TO THE TOP IN THE NAME OF THE LORD JESUS... I BIND YOU TO YOUR
BREAKTHROUGH, YOUR SUCCESS, YOUR HEALING, YOUR PROSPERITY, WHATSOEVER
IT MAYBE... IT IS YOURS IN JESUS' NAME... THIS IS YOUR MIRACLE WEEK IN THE
NAME OF THE LORD JESUS!!!
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Wow! This is riddled with prosperity and desires of people’s hearts! And people believe
such rubbish and follow these prophets without a shadow of doubt in their minds?

BEWARE: The prophets’ prophecy to the
desires of your own heart – and not
according to the will of God!

What happens if no miracle comes through for you this year?
 How do you feel when nothing significant happens – instead it is just getting worse?
o How would you deal with disappointment when it seems the Lord has
forsaken you?
 The more you try and the more you believe upon these prophecies,
the less progress you seem to make in your personal growth in faith?
 Maybe the solution will lie in your specific offering (donation)
to the church? The larger the donation, the better chance of
success you will have?
 What are we busy with here? Is this tempting God and playing with the god of luck
or is it just plain wishful thinking?
The “prophets” will most probably tell you there is something missing in your faith and you
should trust the Lord and believe in His “word” for you! Or that you should sow a seed (put
money in their banking account) or wait on the Lord for a while longer? Apparently
according to their theology, your faith is directly linked to the fulfilment of your prophecy
and personal wealth. Even the well-known writer John Maxwell is linking good leadership to
wealth in a recent article. With this in mind I am now wondering if we can draw a line
between “good leadership” and the proclamation of false prophecies in order for the people
to sow more into the ministry and that of the personal wealth of these “good leaders”? Just
thinking out loud?
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Apparently the prophets also believe that whatever they proclaim (prophecy) in the name of
the Lord;

IT will come to pass whether it was given by
God or not.
Unfortunately the Word of God teaches me
quite the opposite about false prophecies in His
Name.

The sick twist to the situation:
Satan has one motive for your life and that is to destroy and kill you. He is fully aware of
your current circumstances (probably due to his schemes and lies in your life in any case)
and then provides you with false hope through prophecies and promises of abundance
THROUGH the church environment. The one place where you thought it would be safe! His
motive and strategy is to break you down piece by piece and see how you slide further
down in a pit of despondency and utter despair.
If the Church is not able to help you – who will then? The church (and your faith) is
supposed to be the last strong tower of refuge and if this is being invaded by the enemy
(Trojan horse type of invasion), what will be the end of us all?

Satan is in actual fact mocking you as a child of God! He is arrogant enough to mock the
church structures and gifts, until someone stands up in the power of the Holy Spirit and
says: This is enough now! It is the same strategy when Goliath stood up and openly
defied the armies of Israel (1 Sam 17:25) until David showed up and said to him:
 Verse 26: “For who is this uncircumcised Philistine, that he should defy the armies
of the living God?"
 Verse 45: Then David said to the Philistine, "You come to me with a sword and
with a spear and with a javelin, but I come to you in the name of the LORD of hosts,
the God of the armies of Israel, whom you have defied.
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The Power of these false Prophecies is tremendous and captures many souls. You will find
the above “prophecies” has only one thing in common – and that is to let you who read
them feel good about yourself and thus creating a false sense of comfort. Therefore the
purpose of such prophecies is directed at your soul (intellect and personality and inner
greed/need) and not your spirit. The very foundation of this is carnal and being humanistic
in format to satisfy the flesh.

False prophecies will never:
 Increase you faith;
 Enhance your relationship with Christ
 Allow you to trust Him completely.
I could not find a singular thin thread from the one day to the other, but it is just a random
bunch of words and affirmations without any concrete information, such as dates, places or
specific people. Even if this were prophecies from God to His people, let’s look at some
specifics:
 For which country and city was it intended?
 Let’s narrow it even down more – which group in the city are we talking about?
 Will it be randomly based or wide spread?
 When specific will this happen – still in this year/ or next year?
God speaks directly to people and doesn’t use vague words or sentences. The saddest part
of it all is that people who read these “prophecies” are vulnerable (or they are still babes as
new converts) and they are being deceived to think the Lord is giving them a specific
word/blessing/promise for the day. They build their lives around this fake belief that the
Lord speaks to them as they can clearly relate to most of these “prophecies” - which is
nothing more than the daily horoscopes in the local secular media. And the worst of it all is
that Pastors are involved in spreading the lie.

It has the same effect as a pacifier (dummy) for a baby. Although the baby
keeps on sucking on this pacifier (dummy), it is completely empty and
contains absolutely no substance in it. It will pacify the baby for a while but
later it will start to scream again until the real food is provided.
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The daily horoscopes in magazines is deemed by the Church to be part of witchcraft and
leaders would condone specific courses where people can find freedom by confessing and
breaking the bondages and related curses from these daily horoscopes and other foretelling
tricks in people’s lives. But then the same leaders would promote and even be part of such
a fake scheme of “Daily Prophecies” where their people are once again led astray.
We receive testimonies from people that they experience revival in their churches and I
truly want to believe that there are still “pockets of excellence” in the Church of today. Just
recently in October 2012 we attended a Sunday morning service in Vredenburg with Pastor
Bert Werner and from the moment the “musicians” started to sing, my wife and I could
immediately feel the anointing and presence of the Lord in that service. Oh, it was
awesome! The thing is, the “musicians” were only the 5/6 people singing in front while they
played CD’s for the music part of it. You don’t need a grand band and choir to stir up the
anointing and presence of God.
It only requires the full commitment and honest hearts of people to accomplish/receive it
and where the TRUE Spirit of God is welcomed to reign. God wants to bless His children and
Church – but He is seeking a Body of Christ that is dependent upon Him, who trusts Him and
worship Him with all of their hearts. A people who are seeking Him as Saviour, as a personal
friend, as the author and finisher of their faith; as their righteousness in God who made
them blameless and innocent again, as the True Bread of Life – and not for the earthly
blessings and worldly prosperity! In which category do you fall?
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Chapter 4:
Flavour of the month preachers
Prophets copying each other:
Coming from a business environment, we experienced many so called “professionals” and
“experts” on the subject of Human Resources to such an extent that we coined the phrase
of “the flavour of the month experts” on a specific subject matter. The problem on hand
was that nothing was new and in most cases we knew all about it – the experts only said it
in different words and charged money for it.
Excuse the utilization of the same phrase now, but it seems to me there exist a similar trend
in the modern Church where “the flavour of the month preachers” are being called upon to
push a specific subject matter across the church environment. It truly amazes me that
nobody would pick up on this sick trend of copying the same false prophecies from one
church to another. My questions in this regard are this:
 Does the Lord really prophecy the same prophecy to all congregations or not at all?
 Are all congregations and denominations on the same level of favour from the Lord or
not?
 Is it really the intention of God to bless all these congregations in the same manner?
The “mega-type” churches often invite these “flavour of the month” preachers and most of
them are also well known for their prophetic ministry. Maybe it attracts more people to
their local ministries? Attending some of these services left us stunned, shaken and utterly
disappointed in what is happening in the broader church environment and the fact that it is
being accepted by the local church leaders. My wife and I personally attended such a
service where a well-known retired pastor prophesied to a member of the congregation and
basically spoke a curse over him and his family, that; “someone in your family will die
soon”. He then moved away up the aisle and came back and continued: “And don’t worry
the Lord will show you who it will be just to show you that He brought this Word to you...”
I am sorry but the prophetic ministry does NOT speak curses over people. It will most
definitely give you a word of knowledge and a word of truth, and in between a warning or
two, but not a curse.
One Sunday morning in 2012, we heard another pastor (Pastor Danie Slabbert – who passed
away recently) proclaim that 2013 will be the year 5773 of Israel and it means “the year of
the Camel”. It is apparently derived from the “year of Ayin Gimel (73)”. According to him,
Gimel is the third letter of the Hebrew alphabet as well as the number 3, and originally
pictured a camel.
But according to his prophecy, the year of the camel – running from September 2012 to
Sept 2013, surely will be the year of abundance. “The camels have your addresses and
banking details” and will deliver all the blessings from God upon His church. Even your
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children will get saved and their husbands/wives will come into the Kingdom of God. Yes,
he prophesied it to be the truth and the congregation went wild with joy!
But it seems he got his “prophecy insight” from another website – and that from Chuck
Pierce. It now seems the prophets are copying each other’s “word of prophecy”, but what
does the Word of God say about this:
 Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets, saith the LORD, that steal my words
every one from his neighbour. (Jer. 23:30 KJV)
 The translation from the MESSAGE: "I've had it with the 'prophets' who get all
their sermons secondhand from each other.
This reminds me of the old joke about the people who would phone the TV Weather
channel and ask them if “this winter will be cold or not”. Then on the other side of life, the
Indians would come to their Chief and ask the same question. The Chief would sneak into
his tent and look at the weather channel on his TV to find out what is happening, but could
not find the answer yet. Seeing that he did not want to act stupid in front of his followers,
he told them to go and chop some wood for the winter. Better to keep them busy. This
process continued for a while until the TV channel revealed that this winter will be much
colder than any other winter – as the Indians have been chopping wood for a few months
already!
So, where are you getting your information from? Is it the local website on Google or
straight from God through His Spirit? Which one would you prefer? On the website of
Chuck Pierce they are proclaiming the following:
 “The Camels are Coming - A Year to Bridge the Past and the Future and Move from
Recovery to Wholeness!
 This is a year that we will be looking for the camels to come! This is a time to keep
your feet moving and go beyond where you have been in the past, until you drink and
eat of the produce of your promise! The Kingdom of God will become the greatest
influence in the earth realm.
 See the Camels Coming to Bring the Rewards and Reimbursements for Our Sorrows!
 Find Our Way of Escape from the Past!
 Cross the Bridge of the Past and Enter the Glory of the Future!
 Neutralize the Enemy's Power, Recover Lost Strength, and Nourish Us into
WHOLENESS!
 See the Priesthood for this Hour Blossom!
 Grow Up and Mature into One New Man!”
Even if nothing is coming through in a specific year, the prophets just keep on coming up
with new prosperity prophecies – as the one for this year. Apparently, the number 14 is
made up of two number “7’s” and therefore this year of 2014 will be the year in which you
will find the double blessing from God. Are we busy with the Word of God or with lucky
numbers on a betting table?
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I do have some questions in this regard:
1. Why do we need the camels to come and bring the rewards and reimbursements for
our sorrows?
 Jesus Christ died and took our sin and sorrows upon Him!
 Psa 32:10 Many are the sorrows of the wicked, but steadfast love surrounds the
one who trusts in the LORD.
 Isa 53:4 Surely he has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we esteemed
him stricken, smitten by God, and afflicted.
2. Why do we need to find “Our Way of Escape from the Past! Cross the Bridge of the
Past and Enter the Glory of the Future!”
 When we are clothed in Christ through baptism – we are a new creation. There is
no more past to escape from. God already took it away?
 There is no bridge to cross – it is unscriptural! We are saved by grace and
through the blood of Jesus Christ!
 To enter what Glory of what future? There is no such scripture or promise except
what we already do have in Christ through His Spirit!
 “Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
freedom. And we all, with unveiled face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are
being transformed into the same image from one degree of glory to another.
For this comes from the Lord who is the Spirit. (2Co 3:17-18 ESV)
I can still raise another couple of questions – but I think you are getting the drift! I would
rather be different and in Christ than to follow MAN and the main stream of false hope and
prophecies. And thousands of people are following this and even paying money for it!

A demonstration of power – or is it the lack of it?
Are you operating in the gifts of the Holy Spirit due to the divine unction and direct
inspiration from God, or are you busy with wishful thinking, humanism (being carnally
minded), or even witchcraft and New Age? This is a question that each child of God should
determine and answer for himself. The purpose of this teaching is to be a catalyst for
introspection and maybe you should use this also to be a catalyst in another person’s life, to
let him/her exam themselves according to the Word?
One Sunday night we attended a local church in Pretoria (South Africa) and according to the
size of the building it could be classified as a mega church, although the attendance and
membership to this church has diminished over the past few years due to a variety of
reasons. The weekly invite from this church indicated the topic of the evening service would
be: “Your prophecy” and we therefore decided to attend as it would be an ideal opportunity
for me to study further into this subject of the gift of prophecy in the modern church of
today.
When the youth pastor took over after the praise and worship, he immediately started to
jump up and down and nearly ran towards another young man whom he apparently called
to the front. It seemed as if he jumped with force onto this young man – Bible in the one
hand upon the head of this young man - as he “prayed” for him. He yelled something and
the young man off course went down to the ground under the “anointing”. Then he called
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other young people to the front and the similar action repeated itself. Some of them fell
quickly and others he had to replace the Bible on the stomach area of the person.
He then continued up the aisle and stopped at another young couple – but here at this point
did not achieve any success as this young man just stood firm and did not budge one inch.
The young pastor looked around as if he wanted to see who else saw this “failure of power
demonstration” and then continued down the aisle again and even “prayed” for some of
the older members of the church – who also went down in their seats while others still
remained standing.
All of a sudden he then made an alter call to all the business people who would like to
receive a breakthrough in their finances. WHAT! I was completely astonished by this
because why would he now exempt the business people from the rest of the congregation?
Immediately about 20 people went to the front – he did the same maneuver and some fell
down and others stood firm. Based upon my experience from many an altar call, not one of
these people “fell under the power of the Spirit of God”. Not ONE! But they fell down
because they see it to be the norm in the church today and the youth pastor did his part
very much so to push them over – either upon their heads or in the stomach area.
For me and my wife, this was not a demonstration or manifestation of the Spirit of God or
the gift of prophecy at all, but just the “resemblance of a demonstration of power” – all in
the flesh! It was a display of the supposedly power of the Holy Spirit – but it was all fake!
Paul wrote the following:
“But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty. For
people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to
their parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without selfcontrol, brutal, not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of
pleasure rather than lovers of God,
And verse 5: having the appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such
people. 2Ti 3:1-5
But this whole event made me wonder? Why would some people fall so easy and quickly
under this type of false power – while others would remain standing? Why would people
fall so easy under the spell of a hypnotist, while I have heard from other children of God
where a hypnotist could not succeed to place them under his spell? I think the answer is
quite easy.

It all depends on what you will allow in your life or not!
When we enter a church service such as this, we make sure to cover ourselves with the
armor of God (Eph. 6:11) and to ask the Holy Spirit to protect us (our hearts and minds)
from any false teaching and especially against any false prophecy directed at us. We ask the
Lord to reveal through the Spirit of Discernment what is truth and what is not.
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We are VERY selective (and I mean VERY) when someone wants to pray for us and therefore
we cover ourselves with the tools that God has given us for protection – as we do not want
any unclean spirit of man to be imparted when they lay hands upon us.
I know quite a lot of people tend to “plead or speak the blood of Jesus for protection over
them” and we also have done it many times before. But upon writing this book, it compelled
me to go and look for valid scriptures in regard to the practices and beliefs that we so easily
implement - and then found none in this regard to substantiate it. The blood of Jesus is for
the sole purpose of salvation and sanctification, while the Word of God, the armor of God,
the Holy Spirit and the Gifts of the Spirit has been given to us for guidance and also
protection. A large proportion of practices in Church are coming from misinterpretations
and “old wives tales” and not from valid scriptures and subsequently we are busy with
practices which do not have any true power from God in it.

Man! We sure have come a long way where you have to be
prepared in the Spirit of God for protection to go to a church
service? Just when you thought it was safe to go back to
church?

I have come to the conclusion why people would easily fall in these proceedings and be
misled; people who would fit the following criteria:
 Who accepts everything in the church as truth and questions nothing;
 Who submits their spirit under the authority and manipulation of another man - such as
a pastor and completely accepts his will; This also allows a Controlling Spirit and spirit of
manipulation to take control; This is also where adulterous affairs of pastors stems from
where they can manipulate the women in their congregations;
 Who are pastor-minded and not Christ- minded. Yes, you must love your pastor and
submit to his authority in Christ but your focus should still be on Christ!
 Who are still babes in Christ – who do not possess enough spiritual power and
experience and knowledge from the Word to discern between right and wrong;
 Who are ignorant of the Word and the functioning of the Spirit of God;
 Who do not have the gift of Discernment;
 People who want to fit into the mold of the local church. That is, you will jump when
they jump (there is nothing wrong with jumping and dancing, but then there should be
at least an anointing to do so) and fall when they pray for you – because it is the norm.
Just earlier this year we saw the news article of another young pastor who made his people
eat grass for deliverance purposes! Yes, there is no spelling mistake – they ate grass – the
green stuff growing from the ground! And then another young man from this church said he
was ready to eat it if so required! The sad part of it all is that a majority of people, who fall
in the category above, will tell you about the “power” they felt when they fell over.
Hopefully they will grow up in the true spirit of God and be able to distinguish between the
real and the fake! I have seen too many people “fall under the power” and then within 2
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minutes stand up without any difference in their lives and as if nothing had happened to
them? But more on this subject later on.

Back in 1999, the Spirit of God came into one of our evening services while we were
praising and worshipping. He came without the intervention of any man. He came in power
and awesome glory that left us all on the floor for at least 45 minutes of repentance and
prayer. This is a complete testimony on its own, but let me tell you, for a couple of seconds
I thought about where I could shove my head under. The chair – it was still too high – and
what about the carpet – but it was glued to the floor. I just felt the urgent need to hide
away/cover myself from the awesome presence of God in our midst! And I was the young
pastor of this small congregation! It changed our lives while other’s fled due to the direct
impact of God’s presence. His presence was just too real for them.
Then – what has business to do with the gift of prophecy? The gift of Prophecy is to edify
the church and not to bless the businesses of people attending a church service! Or is the
focus of the local church upon the finances and tithes? If you are a business man and do
your part in taking care of your spiritual life (follow the Lord with all of your heart) and give
your tithes and donations where needed, God will take care of your business. For Sure! And
yes the pastor can still pray for you as a child of God and also bless your business, but do not
use the gift of prophecy for financial gain. I think this is when it borders on witchcraft! But
that is only my opinion!
The youth pastor also gave a prophetic word to another young man, but it was so vague and
without substance that you cannot really view it as a prophecy. This young man truly has
great potential, but he needs someone now to guide and mentor him according to the Word
and the true manifestation of the spirit of God and His gifts.

God’s viewpoint about the prophets, priests (pastors of today) and prophecies:
Once again, I do not want to generalise as I would like to believe there are still pockets of
excellence (churches - even if only by a small margin) who are still seeking the true Spirit of
God and allow Him to reign in their services and who do not follow the trend to prophecy to
their people according to the desires of their hearts. I think the most powerful scripture
about this subject is the following one in the book of Jeremiah 23. I have already quoted the
first few verses from verse 9 – 14 in Chapter 1 and let’s continue from verse 15: (Please
note this IS from the Word of God!)
 “Therefore thus says the LORD of hosts concerning the prophets: "Behold, I will feed
them with bitter food and give them poisoned water to drink, for from the prophets of
Jerusalem ungodliness has gone out into all the land."
 Verse 16: Thus says the LORD of hosts: "Do not listen to the words of the prophets who
prophesy to you, filling you with vain hopes. They speak visions of their own minds, not
from the mouth of the LORD.
 They say continually to those who despise the word of the LORD, 'It shall be well with
you'; and to everyone who stubbornly follows his own heart, they say, 'No disaster shall
come upon you.'"
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Verse 18: For who among them has stood in the council of the LORD to see and to hear
his word, or who has paid attention to his word and listened?
 Behold, the storm of the LORD! Wrath has gone forth, a whirling tempest; it will burst
upon the head of the wicked. The anger of the LORD will not turn back until he has
executed and accomplished the intents of his heart. In the latter days you will understand
it clearly.
 Verse 21: "I did not send the prophets, yet they ran; I did not speak to them, yet they
prophesied.
 But if they had stood in my council, then they would have proclaimed my words to my
people, and they would have turned them from their evil way, and from the evil of
their deeds.
 Verse 25: I have heard what the prophets have said who prophesy lies in my name,
saying, 'I have dreamed, I have dreamed!'
 How long shall there be lies in the heart of the prophets who prophesy lies, and who
prophesy the deceit of their own heart, who think to make my people forget my name by
their dreams that they tell one another, even as their fathers forgot my name for Baal?
 Verse 28: Let the prophet who has a dream tell the dream, but let him who has my
word speak my word faithfully. What has straw in common with wheat? declares the
LORD.
 Verse 30: Therefore, behold, I am against the prophets, declares the LORD, who steal my
words from one another.
 Verse 31: Behold, I am against the prophets, declares the LORD, who use their tongues
and declare, 'declares the LORD.'
 Behold, I am against those who prophesy lying dreams, declares the LORD, and who tell
them and lead my people astray by their lies and their recklessness, when I did not send
them or charge them. So they do not profit this people at all, declares the LORD.
 Verse 33: "When one of this people, or a prophet or a priest asks you, 'What is the
burden of the LORD?' you shall say to them, 'You are the burden, and I will cast you off,
declares the LORD.'
 And as for the prophet, priest, or one of the people who says, 'The burden of the LORD,' I
will punish that man and his household. Thus shall you say, everyone to his neighbor and
every one to his brother, 'What has the LORD answered?' or 'What has the LORD
spoken?'
 Verse 36: But 'the burden of the LORD' you shall mention no more, for the burden is
every man's own word, and you pervert the words of the living God, the LORD of hosts,
our God.
Read the last two verses also:
 “therefore, behold, I will surely lift you up and cast you away from my presence, you
and the city that I gave to you and your fathers. And I will bring upon you everlasting
reproach and perpetual shame, which shall not be forgotten.” (Jer 23:39-40)
 Also read (Isa 30:9 -14)
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I am sure that you will agree with me that the above scriptures are quite clear about the
danger of false prophecies and dreams where God obviously has not spoken anything. More
than once the Lord declared that His prophets did not speak His words, but prophesied
through Baal (Jer 2:8; Jer 23:13) – which is witchcraft! The Lord openly declared that these
prophets have not been in His council and therefore they are not speaking His words. They
are filling the people with vain hopes – in other words, the “goods news syndrome.” More
than once He declared that the prophets prophecy falsely and with the following verse He
even declared that His people love to have it so:
 An appalling and horrible thing has happened in the land: the prophets prophesy
falsely, and the priests rule at their direction; my people love to have it so, but
what will you do when the end comes? Jer 5:30-31

Prophets filling the
When we look at the LAW of Moses, the 3rd
Commandment clearly states:
people with vain hopes!
 Thou shalt not take the name of the
LORD thy God in vain; for the LORD will
not hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain. (Exo 20:7)
This does not only refer to the use of the Name of the Lord as a swear word, but it also
refers to the fact when people misuse His Name or His reputation falsely or in a false
manner. It includes the meaningless repetition of His Name during prayers and most
definitely also includes when we link His name to a prophecy not coming from God! I will
deal more about this aspect in chapter 8.
Even in the New Testament this discussion and practices went on and therefore the Lord has
warned us – the Church – not to be misled or be deceived through the practices of
witchcraft.
 For false christs and false prophets will appear and display great signs and wonders to
deceive, if possible, even the elect. Mat 24:24
 Now there were false prophets among the people, just as there also will be false
teachers among you, who will secretly introduce destructive heresies and even deny
the Master who bought them, bringing swift destruction on themselves. 2Pe 2:1
 “They that observe lying vanities forsake their own mercy.” Jon 2:8

What better way to attack the Church
from the inside
with its own arsenal of weapons?
The Trojan horse is indeed IN the Church and is alive and well and being supported by the
church leaders who do not want to discern the good from evil!
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It is time for the Church to WAKE UP!!!!

It’s an inside job! The enemy is within the stronghold!

I am calling upon
the Pastors and preachers
people operating in the gifts of the Holy Spirit!
Are you functioning in the gifts as a result of the divine input from God,
or are you busy with witchcraft, or New Age, or Humanism?
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Chapter 5:
Prophecies for dummies
The Lair of the false prophets –deception at its best:
While I was researching this whole dilemma of false prophets and prophecies in the modern
Church, I thought about where in the world would people get these “Daily prophecies”
from? A thought along the lines of “prophecies for dummies.com” came to mind. And sure
enough, when I Googled the name, astonishingly I found many websites that would either
guide you “how to” prophecy and other’s would give you a fresh daily prophecy. Wow!
Can’t believe this? “www.propheciesfordummies.com” – it actually does exist!
Other websites also exist where they will actually teach you exactly all of the skills and tools
on how to “prophecy” without being caught out or being labeled as a false prophet. You
can check out only one of them; the “Skeptic Report” in this regard. Be prepared to know
that this man also goes by an ancient sorcerer’s name and will teach you the tricks of the
trade in prophesying – and most definitely not from a Biblical point of view. He is in actual
fact revealing “trade secrets of witchcraft” to the rest of the world.
The following viewpoints are only highlighted to prove my point that any bozo out there can
compile a “prophecy” and feed it to the unsuspecting Church (other dummies) who eats it
as truth:






“Retroactive Shoehorning: a Prophet’s best friend. Shoehorning is the basis for
many paranormal claims, such as cold-reading, and is most effective with a high
degree of symbolism. The human mind excels in establishing meaningful
connections between unrelated things. Few people fully understand this, and are
thus ideal targets of shoehorned prophecies. For this reason, a large number of vague
statements that can have multiple meanings (the more, the better), are an ideal
prophecy.
Reconciling Prophet Guilt Syndrome. Every so often, you may have doubts about
whether your abilities are legitimate. These may be accompanied by guilt pangs at
the thought that you may be leading people to dedicate their lives to a lie.
Alternatively, you may be living in constant fear of embarrassment by errant skeptics
who somehow got their greedy paws on the secrets of prophecy outlined above.
These considerations will either nag at you until you die of a stress-related ailment,
or you need to suppress them and be confident you’re a real Prophet.
Convincing yourself you’re lying, but doing the world a favor anyway, may come in
handy at alleviating such concerns, but it’s only a temporary solution. You need to
believe in yourself (Editor: Based upon Humanism) to have any chance at making the
Major League. But don’t worry this won’t require any active dishonesty or effort on
your part.
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As your confidence and number of successful predictions to your credit grows, you
will find it increasingly hard to discount them all. You are not, after all, superhuman.
You’ll forget those failed predictions with the rest of your followers, and keep seeing
new and improbable coincidences "too large to ignore" in the successful predictions
you do make. People may report being saved from various problems after contact
with you, or after reading and following your writings. Miracle reports to your name
may grow in the retelling. You may have a spontaneously induced vision from
prolonged ritual, fasting or hallucinogenic substances. And so on.”

There is just too much information to include here for this purpose, but the following types
of words are being used throughout this “guide” and that is:
 “Do you want worship, power, wealth, the ability to amaze friends, family and
attractive females with psychic insights?
 To understand arcane secrets of the universe that will grant you supernatural insight
into the future.
 Resource for jump-starting your religion, gaining or adding to your mythical
reputation, obtaining additional followers, and many other worthwhile goals.
 These esoteric techniques....
 The odds of that are basically guaranteed, especially if you make it vague enough
and invoke prophecy-aiding devices > like "partial fulfillment" as needed.
 Luckily, much of your audience will want to believe in prophecy already, while the
rest will either need just a little encouragement,
 Engage those brain cells in the audience in some pattern-matching exercises.











This is something that transcends mere prophecy into all aspects of human life, with
even doctors accounting for a notorious variation–the Placebo Effect–in double-blind
studies.
Wishful Thinking: Play off their dreams, hopes and fears for greater success. As a
general rule, people flock to magical and superstitious explanations to mysterious
phenomena.
Specifics, Dates and Deadlines: a Prophet’s bane. The first rule of prophecy club is
you don’t talk about specifics or deadlines! These are the #1 beginner mistake, and
have ruined many a promising career. Prophecy should almost never contain names,
places, dates and cutoff times.
To avoid a false prophecy which will either require some mental gymnastics to
explain away or (worse) haunt you for the rest of your career, avoid specifics and
deadlines.
Have a special, visually impressive "magic hat," ritual dress or something which you’ll
use when making "official, legitimate, inspired" prophecies.
…But they don’t ever "fail." Your success rate in dealing with specific prophecies,
unlike that which could be expected from chance alone, is an impressive 100%. And
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no one but an unbeliever, who’s spiritually blind or deceived by evil forces and can’t
be trusted anyway, can say otherwise. Capiche?”
My question to you: Do you really want to be involved with someone who calls themselves
“prophets” and provide “daily prophecies” of which the basic foundation of it is clearly
false? There is no purpose and no benefit from it as God will not honor it. His Word
declares it and Israel is the proof of it. You are being misled and deceived and while you are
listening to this false voice, you will not be able to hear the true voice of God in your life!
If you are busy with this process of sending out these prophecies – Stop it now and repent!
If you are reading it and building your life around it – STOP IT NOW and REPENT!
Hear what God wants to say directly to you! But it will not come pre-fabricated – it will
come fresh from God and directly to you! But you will have to wait on Him, seek Him with
all of your heart. He is faithful and will speak to you. God does not work in “instant”
relationships and solutions. Start to know His voice! Start by building a relationship with
Him through prayer and by studying His Word.
What if my faith is still strong in God and I do believe the prophecies, will God not still
bless me? Well, the people of Israel believed the false prophecies because they wanted to,
but God did not fulfill it. Instead they received the opposite from what was prophesied.
 “Let the prophet who has a dream tell the dream, but let him who has my word
speak my word faithfully. What has straw in common with wheat? declares the
LORD”. (Jer 23:28)

What has the straw
in common with the
wheat?
What do you want from the clearly false prophecies? What are you seeking to accomplish
through this? Seek the Lord with all of your heart and His righteousness, and all else will fall
in place!
You are wearied with your many counsels; let them stand forth and save you, those
who divide the heavens, who gaze at the stars, who at the new moons make
known what shall come upon you. Behold, they are like stubble; the fire consumes
them; they cannot deliver themselves from the power of the flame. No coal for
warming oneself is this, no fire to sit before! Such to you are those with whom you
have labored, who have done business with you from your youth; they wander
about each in his own direction; there is no one to save you. Isa 47:13-15 (ESV)
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Chapter 6:
Counterfeit Christianity: A religious spirit
Introduction:
The fastest growing religion in the world today is not Islam, Buddhism, or any of the New
Age religions. In the 21st Century it is Counterfeit Christianity with over two billion people
on earth claiming to be Christians. Many of them do not have the slightest perception of
what it means to be a Christian and they may look like Christians, talk like them, but are not
Christian at all.
How do we distinguish between the false and genuine follower of Christ? In order to detect
a counterfeit Dollar bill, Special Agents from the US Treasury Department would study a
genuine Dollar Bill until they are intimately familiar with every feature and detail of the
currency. Once the genuine article is imprinted in their minds, it is then easy to detect the
counterfeit. Similarly, in order to detect genuine followers of Christ we must examine
ourselves and others through the magnifying glass of God’s Word. We must be so familiar
with the Scriptures that whenever we stray from the Truth, conviction and the knowledge of
God’s Word would bring us right back! James 1:23–25, declares: “For if anyone is a hearer
of the Word and not a doer, he is like a man observing his natural face in a mirror for he
observes himself, goes away, and immediately forgets what kind of man he was. But he
who looks into the Perfect Law of Liberty and continues in it, and is not a forgetful hearer
but a doer of the work...”
A true follower of Christ is one who has repented of his/her sins, turned from his wicked
ways and commits the rest of his natural life to walking in total submission to God’s will and
in obedience to His Word. It is someone who truly understands the concept of being a
Christian means that you are now a child of the Most High God, who completely
understands the gift of Grace and forgiveness and whose life has been transformed by the
indwelling Spirit and love of God. By this definition alone – a significant percentage of
people claiming to be Christian are disqualified.
In the book of Matthew 7:21 Jesus warns us: “Not everyone who says to Me, Lord, Lord,
shall enter the Kingdom of Heaven, but he who does the Will of My Father in Heaven.
Many will say to Me in that day, ‘Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in Your Name, cast
out demons in Your Name and done many wonders in Your Name?’ And then I will declare
to them, ‘I never knew you; depart from Me, you who practise lawlessness’.” What is God’s
will and purpose for your life? When we live in wilful disobedience to God’s Word, then we
are completely out of His will and purpose.
Outward appearances are deceiving and the difference between a genuine follower of Christ
and the counterfeit Christian is not easily detected. However, the Bible provides instruction
to help us easily discern between the two and Paul warns us about those who have strayed
from the truth as he writes in 2 Timothy 2:19: “Nevertheless, the solid foundation of God
stands, having this seal; The Lord knows those who are His and let everyone who names
the Name of Christ depart from iniquity.” Today we experience major deception in the
world and Church, but the Scriptures are clear that not only is Jesus aware of the impostors,
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but He also knows His true followers (2 Timothy 3:12–14). Tragically, many children of God
are not heeding the warning of Scripture today and are straying from the truth. Let me
share some of the major deceptions in the Christian world that are causing millions to
depart from God’s Word and follow man-made doctrines, fables and opinions:
 The deception of celebrity worship
Millions of Christians are unwittingly following the standards of this world system through
celebrity worship. The media is the primary conduit through which men and women are
exalted to godlike status causing Christians to ignore the Word of God and slavishly follow
the word of man. I check out every friend request on Facebook to ensure they are Christian,
but am often shocked to read their profiles they “love Jesus” but also like celebrities such as
Lady Gaga, Beyoncé and all alike. How can you claim to love the Holy and matchless Jesus
Christ and in the same breath a depraved individual like Lady Gaga in the same sense? It still
remains a mystery to me.
Many Christians believe Barack Obama is a Christian because of his media-created star
power. In fact, 1 in 4 pastors in the USA believe Obama is a follower of Christ even though
he works diligently to promote the murder of the unborn and advance the homosexual
agenda around the world.
Another global celebrity leading many Christians astray is Archbishop Desmond Tutu who
states “the Dalai Lama will go to Heaven because he is a good man.” Apparently, the death
and sacrificial offering of Christ is inconsequential. He also claims “homosexuality is a gift of
God” and “we should not accept everything in the Word of God as truth”. Many Christians
adore Tutu and follow his false gospel.
It is a known fact that the people you idolize have the most influence in your life. As we are
living in a post modernistic society, today millions of Christians see no contradiction in
claiming Christ while standing in agreement with evil. On this note the Word of God is quite
straightforward as the Apostle Paul addresses this age old issue through the following
statements in the first chapter of the book of Romans upon the unction of the Holy Spirit:
 Verse 21: “For although they knew God, they did not honor him as God or give thanks
to him, but they became futile in their thinking, and their foolish hearts were
darkened”.
 Verse 22: “Claiming to be wise, they became fools,”
 Verse 25 “because they exchanged the truth about God for a lie and worshiped and
served the creature rather than the Creator, who is blessed forever! Amen.
Then from verse 26 -31 he talks about all the wrong things and sin in life such as being
lesbian or homosexual and also the penalty thereof;
 In Verse 32 he says: Though they know God's decree that those who practice such
things deserve to die, they not only do them but give approval to those who practice
them.
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Another translation of the last verse states that even if you are not part of this practice but
approve it or make a compromise with it, then you are just as guilty as those we are actually
committing the sin. Society of today is guilty of approving the sins of the world or making
compromises with it because people tend not to get involved and don’t want to make
waves.
But the Church needs to find her voice again and speak in authority against such things
which the Word of God calls an “abomination in the eyes of the Lord.” (Lev 18:22) The
intoxicating allure of the celebrity completely blinds the people to the warnings of Scripture.
“Do not be unequally yoked together with unbelievers, for what fellowship has
righteousness with lawlessness? And what communion has light with darkness? And what
accord has Christ with Belial? Or what part has a believer with an unbeliever?” 2 Cor 6:1415
 Deception of man-made doctrines:
Rob Bell, a mega-pastor and tech-savvy marketer espouses a doctrine of salvation without
damnation. Bell argues that everybody who ever existed will go to Heaven because God’s
love cannot send anybody to hell. Universalism preaches that there is truth in every religion
and because all truth emanates from God, therefore all religions must have some part of
God’s Truth and consequently everybody goes to Heaven. This false doctrine is already
laying the foundations for the One World Religion.
Millions in the ‘Emerging Church’ movement have bought into this deception and are being
led astray by leaders such as Joel Osteen who have clearly rejected God’s Word and
replaced it with their own false doctrines. Jesus explains the parable of the Tares in
Matthew 13:41: “The Son of Man will send out His angels, and they will gather out of His
Kingdom all things that offend, and those who practise lawlessness and will cast them into
the furnace of fire, there will be wailing and gnashing of teeth.”
An increasing number of Christian leaders are being led astray by the deception of love. This
deception argues that “as long as you have love, you are pleasing God.” Love (or rather the
world’s definition of love) contends that ‘loving and committed’ homosexual relationships
must be acceptable to God because He is love. Also where love exists, God exists. This
deception is gaining much ground in the world today because it allows people to advance all
manner of evil under the guise of love. Fornication is mostly justified by using this argument.
This is not something new as the hippy era in the 70’s also promoted the same type of
argument and it was nothing more than orgies of free sex, drugs and alcohol abuse.
 The deception of good works
Many mainline denominations refuse to preach the Gospel of repentance from sin and faith
in Jesus Christ, preferring rather the social gospel of good works and serving others. They
refrain from addressing the sin in people’s lives in fear that they might leave the church and
then they lose out on a potential tithe payer.
God is love but He is also perfectly just and holy. The God-kind of love therefore cannot be
equated with sexual depravity or any other sinful behavior. In fact, God’s love causes us to
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repent from sin and not justify it! If the gospel you are preaching does not begin with
repentance from sin and turning to God – it is not the Gospel of Jesus Christ at all. And yes,
we should not stay on this level as we are supposed to grow to maturity through the Word
of God in truth.
 The deception of stupidity
Churches are springing up all over Europe headed by priests who do not believe there is a
God! Many churches do not believe in the Virgin Birth or the Resurrection of Jesus. As the
BBC reports, “some church leaders in the Netherlands wants to transform their small
nation into a laboratory for rethinking Christianity - experimenting with radical new ways
of understanding the faith.”
Religious Affairs Correspondent Robert Pigott tells of Rev. Klaas Hendrikse, a minister of the
PKN, the mainstream Protestant denomination in the Netherlands: “Pastor Hendrikse
doesn’t believe in life after death, or even in God as a supernatural being. He told the BBC
that he has “no talent” for believing historic and orthodox doctrines. “God is not a being at
all,” he says, but just an experience. Furthermore, as Pigott reports, “Mr. Hendrikse
describes the Bible’s account of Jesus’ life as a mythological story about a man who may
never have existed, even if it is a valuable source of wisdom about how to lead a good life.”
By any normative definition of Christian belief, Klaas Hendrikse is an unbeliever, but in the
largest Dutch denomination he is considered a minister in good standing. As a matter of fact
he is not even seen as unusual as a study undertaken by the Free University of Amsterdam
determined that about one in every six Protestant ministers is either agnostic or atheist!
Yes, they live amongst us and are allowed to speak?
All of the above deceptions are leading people away from the one true Faith of our Lord and
Savior, Jesus Christ. Most of the people advocating these ideas are well intentioned – but as
many of you are aware – the road to hell is paved with good intentions. Many pastors of
large and successful churches are preaching a feel-good gospel designed to make
congregants comfortable. Christians, who constantly hear the message of grace and how to
live your best life now, etc., tend to believe the Christian walk is all about them and their
comforts. God is not so much interested in our comforts as He is in our nature being
transformed to that of Christ’s.
In the same sense we find Pentecostal church groups who train people for only 2- 8 weeks
and then ordain them as Pastors to lead other people through the Word of God. The only
other requirement is that they should pay up the annual membership fee to qualify. Even
though we need to put disciples in the field as soon as possible, and as much of them as
possible to bring the lost into the Kingdom of God; but then - “make disciples and teach
them” as the commandment states from our Lord. Do not ordain them as “pastors” as you
will only cultivate a level of leadership in the church with a spirit of stupidity who will have
no solid foundation of doctrine or of the Word. They will follow the trends of the world and
society to remain popular with them. What does the Word teach us? “They are blind guides
of the blind. If one blind person leads another blind person, both will fall into a ditch." Mat
15:14
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Even the disciples following Jesus Christ spent more than 3 years with the Master himself
and still they had to be empowered with the Holy Spirit to completely understand what they
have learned.
Potential pastors still need to be properly grounded in their faith and in the true doctrine of
salvation from the Word, as I have seen and heard such a misconception and distortion of
the Scriptures in the last few years by pastors who proclaim to be led by the Spirit, that led
me to wonder which spirit are they then following? If we are all led by the Spirit of God,
why in the world do we have so many differences of opinion about Scripture?
If you do not stand for something, you will fall for anything. What is the foundation of
your faith? “Preach the Word! Be ready in season and out of season. Convince, rebuke,
exhort with all longsuffering and teaching. For the time will come when they will not
endure sound doctrine, but according to their own desires, because they have itching ears,
they will heap up for themselves teachers; and they will turn their ears away from the
truth, and be turned aside to fables.” 2 Tim 4:2.
The most important task of following Christ today is to know what you believe and why you
believe it. Without a solid foundation in God’s Word and in His Truth you can easily be
deceived and led astray. However, the responsibility to fill your mind with the knowledge of
God rests squarely on your own shoulders.
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Chapter 7:
The Gift of Prophecy
Real Purpose and Value:
I guess God is not talking to the Church at all, or in a very limited fashion at the moment,
due to the false teachings and prophets, the greed after money and show business (spirit of
entertainment) in the church. As I said before, I do acknowledge there are still some pockets
of excellence left where the true Spirit of God is still evident and welcomed in
congregations.
Many children of God see the problem, but do not say anything “as the Spirit of God should
sort out the problem.” I disagree because the Lord has given the Church the 5-fold ministry
to govern the church through leadership IN the Spirit of God, and He has also given the 9gifts of the Spirit whereby the Church (and leadership) is empowered to lead and to be able
to discern between right and wrong. If Christ is then the Head of the Church and we are the
Body of Christ, who should do the work and who should clean out the rubbish and false
practices? I guess we should attend to the task on hand through the guidance of the Spirit
of God and through His gifts. Relating back to the scripture in the book of Hebrews (Heb
5:13-14 ISV) again, the writer wrote the stunning and powerful words concerning the
Church.
 For everyone who lives on milk is still a baby and is inexperienced in the message of
righteousness.
 But solid food is for mature people, whose minds are trained by practice to
distinguish good from evil.
He makes a distinction between immature and mature people where the former group is
still inexperienced in the message of righteousness. But solid food – the deeper meaning
and lessons and revelations of the Word, are for the mature “whose minds are trained by
practice to distinguish good from evil.” Now, I would have expected that the leaders of the
Church should all fall in this last category, but I am astounded to find leaders/pastors that
are not capable to distinguish between right and wrong, between good and evil. Or are they
perhaps making a compromise somewhere along the line not to offend someone or to
remain popular with men?
These gifts are not only given to the 5-fold leadership team in the congregation, but it is
divided to all members of such a congregation. Unfortunately the gift of discernment is very
scarce and where it is operational, some of the pastors would stifle the true functioning of it
for various reasons. In our local ministry we have seen and experienced it where people
would leave the church as soon as the full presence of the Spirit of God enters the building.
They are too afraid to enter the building because when they do, the Spirit of God convicts
them of their sinful nature – without even one word from the pulpit being spoken to them!
That is the God we serve and where His Spirit is welcomed to reign.
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Read once again the warning guidelines from Apostle Paul and John:
 Do not quench the Spirit. Do not despise prophecies, but test everything; hold fast
what is good. Abstain from every form of evil. (1Th 5:19-22)
 But the person who prophesies speaks to people for their upbuilding (edification –
KJV), encouragement, and comfort. 1Co 14:3
 This charge I entrust to you, Timothy, my child, in accordance with the prophecies
previously made about you, that by them you may wage the good warfare, ( 1Ti 1:18)
 Let no one deceive you with empty words, for because of these things the wrath of God
comes upon the sons of disobedience. Eph 5:6



Beloved, do not believe every spirit, but test the spirits to see whether they are from
God, for many false prophets have gone out into the world. 1Jn 4:1

From these five verses we can see that there is a specific power and benefit from
prophecies, but also the warning;
 to test everything,
o to abstain from every form of evil and
 not to be deceived with empty words!

The Power of Prophecy is tremendous as it will guide the Church in the perfect will of
God, it will sanctify and transform the people through the Word of God and His Spirit. It will
also lead disciples to the very people who need Jesus Christ in their lives. The example that
we have from the Word is in Acts chapter 13, where certain prophets and teachers were in
Antioch when the Holy Ghost said: “Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work
whereunto I have called them. And when they had fasted and prayed, and laid their hands
on them, they sent them away. (Act 13:2-3 – KJV)
This is a direct proof of how the Holy Spirit of God guided and directed His Church to
proclaim the Good News to the Gentiles. Unfortunately the tables have been turned by the
leaders and now the “good news syndrome” is being preached through false prophecies to
the Church itself. Sorry for repeating myself, but I need to bring this urgent message home
that the Trojan horse is IN the Church and we need to identify him and get rid of him in
Jesus name.
To prophesy means more than to foretell. It is to declare the will of God under a
divine impulse. The purpose of prophecy is:
 to edify the church,
 to enlighten and strengthen the body of Christ;
 to remove the sluggishness,
 to enforce the practical duties of faith; and
 to urge people towards a holy life.
It also speaks of “comfort” – meaning to encourage and present the promises and the hope
of the Gospel to someone going through trials and tribulations.
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Now I wish that all of you could speak in tongues, but especially that you could
prophesy. The person who prophesies is more important than the person who
speaks in a tongue, unless he interprets it so that the church may be built up . 1Co
14:5

There is a level of importance linked to the gift of prophecy – to be more important than to
speak in tongues! Is that the main reason why so many “prophets” are running around and
speaking their prophecies - to be more important than the next person? Is that why they are
called “prophet” and “apostle” these days and not Pastor anymore? Are they filling their
pews with “prophecies” because there is such a hunger in this world to hear a word from
God? I have seen people (pastors and lay preachers) with this gift working through churches
under their own “personal name ministries” and being invited to prophecy to the people on
a weekly basis – but I have also seen them disappearing like mist before the sun.
While writing this manuscript and searching for clip art on the internet, I came across a
website of another prophet. I have been aware of the status of ranking in the ministry for
some time now as I have seen the titles of “Senior Pastor” and “Presiding Pastor” many
times, but it is a first for me to learn about “Master Prophet”. You can also complete a form
with personal detail and then he will provide you with a personal prophecy. He claims it to
be from God, but I wonder which god? He also has a posting that proclaims “when you give
to the prophet, you will receive the prophet’s reward”. For the same reason you can go the
local gypsies on the street corner and ask them for a sign or message. At least you will
expect them to be a fraud. So, the devil lies to you in your face and brings false hope and
then he expects you to pay for it as well. He not only steals your faith and peace, he also
steals from you financially as the money you sow in these accounts will have no yield for
you.
The fact remains that one of the main purposes of the prophecy is to edify the person/
church! It also means to educate, to instruct, to improve and even to clean out the old
nature!
 “All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for teaching, for reproof, for correction,
and for training in righteousness, so that the man of God may be complete and
thoroughly equipped for every good work. (2Ti 3:16-17 ISV)
The prophetic ministry goes hand in hand with the Word of God – but you cannot use the
Word of God as part of your prophecy! God has already spoken (written) His Word and the
purpose and intention of the prophetic is to speak the new words (will) of God for the
specific moment in time for a specific person or group. The problem with these vague types
of prophecies is the following:
 It is being produced (or should I say fabricated) somewhere in the USA and put on a
website and it will declare to the whole world that a “great revival and abundance
will break through soon”;
 Now, for whom is this word intended? A prophecy of God does not shoot like a
shotgun in the air and hope it will hit a target somewhere. No, He pinpoints the
exact target – as He did with Jonah and sent him to Nineveh. (See 2Ki 14:25 & Jon
1:1 )
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I can also then “prophecy” that a revival will soon come in China or the Ukraine –
because from our website stats I see more and more people are visiting our website
from these countries. There is a great hunger and thirst to the truth and Gospel of
Jesus Christ in those countries, but I know this from general knowledge and
management data and not from a “prophetic word” received from God!
Church leaders tend to “prophecy” to the people they know in their congregations
and especially if they are business people. And where does the Word declare that
the gift of prophecy was given for people’s businesses? The gifts of the Spirit are
given for the Church – and NOT for the businesses in this world! Pastors are so
eager to prophecy good news to the business men in their churches and hopefully
they will stay and also give a higher contribution this month in faith – as to sow a
seed towards the coming harvest in their businesses? It is rather misleading and
pathetic! There is nothing wrong to pray for people and their businesses, but draw
the line between prayer and witchcraft!

The Prophetic ministry goes hand in hand with the Word
- BUT –
you cannot use the Word as your “prophetic ministry”.
The Apostle Peter also wrote true prophecy is not originated by man but from God:
 First of all, you must understand this: No prophecy in Scripture is a matter of one's own
interpretation, because no prophecy ever originated through a human decision.
Instead, men spoke from God as they were carried along by the Holy Spirit. (2Pe 1:20 21)
So there is a very important main purpose for this gift and that is exactly why the enemy is
attacking it in the church with the view to render it powerless. When you are
served/ministered to with a prophetic word, you will put everything in place to make it
happen – to be fulfilled. And God is faithful and will deliver what He promises. But what
happens when someone gives you a false prophecy - not being spoken by God to you? God
will not honor it and you will feel like a loser and start to doubt the faithfulness of God and
even your salvation?
It is exactly on all three areas where Satan is focusing his attack and by falsifying the gift of
prophecy and flooding the church environment with this, he will eventually create the
desired effect:
 Where the church is not edified or strengthened;
 Or duties being enforced and people empowered through the Spirit of God;
 Or people being comforted by the Holy Spirit and the true promises of God!
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This will leave the Church powerless, useless, broken and despondent and without any faith
anymore in the promises and hope of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and in God! That is exactly
where Satan would like you to be - being doubtful, lacking in faith, despondent and
powerless, without a vision, etc. I want to reiterate this point and therefore wrote it twice.
Where are you now in your faith? Still full of faith and trust in the Lord, or do you trust in
man for a word every day? God himself declares the following:
Blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD, whose trust is the LORD. He is like a tree
planted by water, that sends out its roots by the stream, and
 does not fear when heat comes, for its leaves remain green, and
 is not anxious in the year of drought, for it does not cease to bear fruit." (Jer.
17:7-8)
But the preceding verses are quite the opposite if such a man does not trust the Lord:
Thus says the LORD: "Cursed is the man who trusts in man and makes flesh his
strength, whose heart turns away from the LORD. He is like a shrub in the desert,
and shall not see any good come. He shall dwell in the parched places of the
wilderness, in an uninhabited salt land. Jer 17:5 -6
Which one would you rather choose?

Relationship with Christ:
The thing is: You have to start building on your relationship with Jesus Christ first and
foremost and allow the true Spirit of God to enter your life, to lead and guide you, to
protect you from deception, to guide you in righteousness and to love you as He has loved
you the day when He was crucified for all of your sins! When you allow Him to love you, you
will submit to His guidance and authority in your life and the more you do that, the more
you will receive and experience His amazing love (as a Bridegroom to His Bride) and you will
stand in awe of Him!
Then when you reach this point in your faith, the Church environment will be the cherry on
top – it will add value and substance and will support what you have already gone through
and received in Christ! But your relationship with Christ should become the primary focus,
because then you will be able to stand firm even when the church structures around you fall
down. And church denominations will fall down as God ushers in His original plan of
salvation and power again.

Relationship:
Like a
Bridegroom
with His Bride
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Gift of Discernment: How serious is the need for the Church?
A few years ago we had a couple in our church with their own set of marital problems and I
had to apply church censure on the husband due to an adulterous affair. Soon afterwards
they left our congregation.
About two years later they wanted to return and I accepted them on the one condition that
they would both come for deliverance first. On the night of the deliverance process we
could see and experience a great breakthrough in his life, but nothing happened with the
wife. She would just sit quietly and pray with us and nothing moved or stirred in her that
was not from the Lord. Something still bothered our ministry team that night, but could not
pinpoint it. During the following two years, I experienced something in our ministry that
you would not even want your enemies to go through. People in our leadership team
started to act funny towards me and my wife, gossiping started to rebound again after I had
dealt with it in a very severe and direct manner in the early years of this congregation.
I suspected this couple to be at the root of the problem as they would often visit members
of the church at home, but once again could not pinpoint the exact spirit working its way
amongst us. People would tell me what they have said to them, but I should not divulge
their names as they did not want to spoil the friendship. So once again, I knew who was at
the root of the problem, but was completely helpless not being at liberty to provide the
proof.
When I preached the Word of God, they would sit in front and make notes and more often
than not have tears running down their cheeks from hearing the specific message for the
day. At first I thought “yes, the Spirit of God is working in them” and maybe we will still see
a change. Then after a service she would gossip to another sister and would try to put me in
a difficult position by twisting and turning my words to suit her. As time went by, their
tears during the services started to annoy me - and that also bothered me because how
could I have become so callous towards another brother and sister? Then the Lord opened
up my mind and spirit to see deeper as He clearly revealed the workings of the Jezebel
spirit. It also required me to do research and study further on this subject before I could
make the connection.
The turning point came when my Assistant Pastor said something sarcastic to me and I then
responded by telling him the whole scenario of what has been happening in the church over
the last 18 months or so. It was only through the grace and wisdom of the Lord Jesus that
we identified the root problem and revealed the persons involved (the Jezebel spirit always
works hand in hand with the Ahab spirit) who tried to bring division in the congregation.
This is a terrible and evil spirit which will destroy the leadership of a congregation and even
the congregation itself, and then just move on to the next target. This couple refused to
come for deliverance again and sad to say they joined another local Pentecostal church who
welcomed them with open arms and no questions asked! Soon afterwards this man was
even ordained to be a pastor by this local church!
Not all people who talk in tongues are from the Lord Jesus Christ! Not all people who seem
so holy and spiritual are really walking the talk! At first they can really impress you with
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their hard and fervent prayers, but after a while you will see they do not have a solid
foundation of the Gospel to build upon. They may sound like they know something, but in
fact are still very immature and will fall for any new theology that sounds right. Beware of
such people, especially if they are pastors.
The bottom line is the Church is in serious need of the true Spirit of Discernment which is
part of the 9- gifts of the Holy Spirit!
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Chapter 8:
Full blown deception @ work in the Church:
The attack is on and it is subtle:
It seems that the onslaught against the Church, its members and the Gospel has increased
over the past 15 years. Especially in the period before the year 2000 when so much focus
was placed on the humanity side of Jesus Christ. Hollywood and the rest of the world tried
to cash in on the quest to prove the Gospel of Jesus Christ as null and void by attacking the
character and ministry of Jesus Christ and by portraying Him as a homosexual.
When that did not float, He was portrayed by the fictional writer Dan Brown as an ordinary
man who married and had children according to his book The Da Vinci Code. If he could
succeed with this, then the Gospel of Jesus Christ would be null and void because our
redemption and salvation is embedded in the fact and truth that Jesus is God incarnate in
the flesh (1 Tim 3:16) and that He who was without sin, died for our sins and therefore we
can find salvation and forgiveness of our sins through the blood of Jesus. Although this was
a fictional story about Jesus, it attracted so much attention, the writer became rich and
world famous and a film was even made about it. Funny enough the same writer wrote
another book titled “The Deception – and the caption of the book are: “A bold deception
threatens to plunge the world into controversy.” Do I need to say more about this?
Through the past 20 years much attention was placed on the Word of God as not being
authentic and various other “manuscripts” surfaced. Many church leaders eagerly started
to share and preach from these new “versions”, for example the “Gospel of Thomas”; the
Gospel of Judas the Iscariot” and even Old Testament books such as the Apocrypha. Lately
there is a new English translation from the “original Aramaic version” of the whole Bible.
According to these theologians this version is a much better description and explanation of
the teachings of the Apostle Paul. According to my knowledge the Old Testament was
written in Hebrew and the New Testament was only written partly in Aramaic and the most
part of it in Greek. Old manuscripts are usually in the hands of museums and Universities
and how is it then possible for ordinary men to lay his hands upon such manuscripts?
I also wonder why then would God allow all the people to be misled by the scripture version
of the King James for so many decades and centuries if that is not the complete truth of
salvation? Why would He allow this “version of truth” to surface only now? If that is the
case, then it would mean basically two things:
 First of all, the millions of people who believed upon the Word according to the King
James Version have died without true salvation;
 If the first statement is true, then God is not righteous for He deliberately allowed
people to be deceived and to die without true salvation?
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For the life of me I cannot accept this for I know God is righteous and He loved the world so
much that He has given His only Son for us to die, so that we can live. Apostle Paul also
pronounced boldly the message of the Gospel of Christ as follows:
“For I delivered to you as of first importance what I also received: that Christ died for
our sins in accordance with the Scriptures, that he was buried, that he was raised on
the third day in accordance with the Scriptures,” (1Co 15:3-4 ESV)

The 7th day Sabbath keepers:
For many years it was only or mostly only the 7-th day Adventists that kept the Sabbath as
Christians. During the first years of the millennium we came to know the likes of Professor
Walter Veith about the influence of the Free Masons in the world and politics, but more so
about its structures right within the Roman Catholic Church. This is also a very good
example of the Trojan horse in the Church – or is it rather a question of did the Trojan horse
become the church? Later on we found out that the professor is a member of the Adventist
church and he also proclaimed that the Hebrew Sabbath still needed to be kept by the
Church today.
At first nobody cared about this theology of keeping the Sabbath and most pastors would
only tell you that “we are no longer under the Law”. I found out this statement is not good
enough as the people who started to push for this theology had and still have a very strong
viewpoint – although they twist and manipulate some of the scriptures to fit their theology.
If you do not have enough wisdom and insight from the Word of God, they would quite
easily capture and lead you astray, which they have already achieved with so many people
that we know, some of them even pastors in the ministry. When they capture the shepherd
they would also catch the sheep.
What exactly is the threat from all this because if I do keep the Sabbath, will God not bless
me? The main threat of convincing you to keep the 7th day Hebrew Sabbath is that it would
pull you directly under the Law of Moses again. Therefore the Apostle Paul declares that if
you so desire to be under the Law by trying to keep the Law, then Christ is of no use for you.
Meaning, His grace and forgiveness of sins is then null and void in your life and you will be
judged according to the law and not through the grace of Christ. This is a huge and a subtle
thing from Satan to steal you from under Grace and place you under a dispensation of
death again. And he is using the Church to attack the Church with his false theology and
salvation plan – truly a very good example of the Trojan horse IN the Church! Read on to
find more information about this aspect.

A Case<4>Grace: The Law VS Grace dispute:
I have seen this deception come into the country like a massive wave and people are getting
caught by this via various groups who proclaim it. Although their theology differs from the
one to the other, the main focus point always comes back to the keeping of the Hebrew
Sabbath and even the Shabbat on Friday evenings. I have also dealt with this deception in
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another book titled: “A Case <4> Grace” and will only add the aspect concerning the
utilization of the translated names of God and Jesus.
The utilization of the Hebrew names of God and Jesus came like a wildfire and at first it
started off by people using it as if to gain more emphasis on their prayers or teachings. At
the time it seemed like a gimmick because why would a normal Afrikaans speaking pastor all
of a sudden start to use the Hebrew names? That was until I received the teaching behind it
and revealed the very foundation from where it is rooted.

The 3rd Commandment:
The religious groups who are proclaiming the usage of the Hebrew names are quite
adamant in this regard and most of them openly declare that the name of Jesus Christ is a
name of a demon. According to their theology, the 3rd commandment forbids the
translation or the falsification of the name of God. The 3rd Commandment declares the
following:
Thou shalt not take the name of the LORD thy God in vain; for the LORD will not
hold him guiltless that taketh his name in vain. Exo 20:7
Upon a thorough examination of the word “vain”, it does not mean or refer to being
“translated” or “to falsify” it at all. The word does refer to the fact that we should not use
the name of God with false intentions or for false purposes. It means we should never call
upon the name of the Lord with false motives.
The religious groups who push so much for the usage of the Hebrew names of God, even do
not know how it should be spelled, as the one group would use “Yeshua” and the others “
Yashua” and another a complete different version of it. The fact is nobody knows as the
ancient Hebrew is quite different from the modern dialect of the language. I know God is
quite upbeat about His Name and has done marvelous things just to lift up His own name
amongst the nations, but I also know that He has given us a name that means the same in all
of the different languages of the world – that we are saved through the name of the Lord
Jesus Christ!
If this is not the case, then God is unrighteous for allowing this name to be preached upon,
people to find salvation through this name and even be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ
for so many centuries. That is if it is then false and useless and all the people who died
during these years are lost due to a false name being given to the church?
The God we serve is the God of all languages and He understands when people call upon His
name in their own language. For instance in English it is Jesus Christ and in African
languages they use “Jesu”, while in Portuguese, Spanish, German, it is something different
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but still the same. It is through and in this name of Jesus Christ that we have seen people
being delivered from demons and the sick being healed. We have personally prayed for a
couple who could not conceive a child for more than 7 years, and upon a simple prayer of
faith in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, this couple was blessed and conceived a child 6
weeks later. Nine months later a beautiful daughter was born unto them.
All these groups proclaim that you should keep the Law (10 Commandments and the
Hebrew Sabbath) but also wants the benefits of Grace through Jesus Christ. Some of them
go as far to teach that they are part of the lost tribes of Israel. Apostle Paul is adamant
about this; it is either the Law or Grace and not both of them. The specific groups that
identify from the various statements as above are the following:
 The Hebraic Roots deception
 Israel Vision
 Various other Pentecostal churches that have become Hebrew Sabbath keepers over the
past 5 – 12 years;
More about this is captured in my book “A Case <4>Grace”.

The “2012-effect” in prophecies:
The year 1999/2000 brought frenzy amidst the church and the rest of the world – nobody
knew what to expect and the Church capitalized on this as the people flocked back to the
church again in fear of the unknown. “What if the Lord is returning this year?” What if the
church was right all the time?
During that period pastors and prophets would openly proclaim it as the time for the return
of the Lord, and preached the Word with so much convincing, while a small minority of
preachers kept an open mind about it as nobody really knows the day and time of the Lord’s
return. However, a young girl later wrote in a Christian magazine that her pastor was also
one of those who “threatened” his congregation with the imminent return of the Lord service in and service out. When January 2000 finally came around and the Lord had not
returned as proclaimed and expected, the pastor went on his way to buy a brand new
Mercedes Benz luxury car. Her question was; “If the pastor was SO convinced of his
messages that the Lord will return at the end of the millennium, how it is possible that he
could change it now only days afterwards?
During 2011 and 2012 I received so many testimonies from people of prophecies going
around in their church that “we will see a new flood of people coming to Christ”; or “ there
will be a multiplication of people and finances coming in the following three months/
before the end of the year”, etc. etc. When I first heard this, I immediately made the
connection of these “prophecies” to the possible fear factor of “2012”. The DSTV channel
of Discovery and the film that came out during this period aptly titled “2012” also helped to
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spread the message that it could once again be the end of the world. And the church was
preparing itself to reap the financial profits instead of the lost souls that need to be saved.
I doubted if the same strategy from 1999 would work once again in 2012, as the people
have grown wiser and have come to the knowledge that a large proportion of the church
leaders and their prophecies are nothing more than fakes. And based upon experience
through visiting various churches more than once over a period of time since 2011 up to
now, I have rather seen a decline in attendance and not so much of an increase.
Funny enough it seems that the churches of the pastors who also preach over the various
Gospel TV channels tend to grow in attendance. Maybe because the people attending would
then be assured of maximum 60 minute church services of which the message would not be
longer than 20 minutes due to it being captured on video for TV transmission purposes, or is
it based upon the celebrity status of the pastors? In one such service, the pastor greeted
everybody and the guests at the evening service, opened in prayer, went through the praise
and worship, preached the 20 minute message, conducted the Holy Communion and closed
in prayer within 60 minutes. I wonder what would have happened if the Lord Jesus showed
up that night and asked to be part of the service to maybe heal someone, to deliver
someone from bondage, to say that He still loves someone specific despite all their failures?
That was the night my wife Venetia said she was ready to support me if I wanted to start a
new congregation again, for we longed so much to just tarry in the presence of the Almighty
God.
It is things like these above and even more that keep the young people from our churches
and from the Lord, because they grow up in another world where they are taught from
childhood to research, analyse and test everything before making or forming conclusions.
And to say it bluntly: They are seeing straight through some of the local pastors out there.
They smell the fraud a mile away – but the “brethren” on the inside are too blind to see and
too dull to hear the truth.

The Great deception in the Temple:
The day when Jesus Christ was crucified on Golgotha, the veil before the Holy of Holies was
torn from top to the bottom. The message in this is that God opened up the way through
to Him – into His sanctuary and presence - by the blood of Jesus Christ and it was and never
is and never will be a “grand plan of man”. This is the design and purpose of God through
the blood of Jesus and that’s why the veil was torn from top to bottom and not the other
way round. But this event also revealed something else, and that is:
 Even before and during the time of Christ, the priests would attend to the daily and
annual offerings according to the Law and Feasts, for many years since the Temple of
Solomon had been destroyed and when the temple of Herod was built in Jerusalem.
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But one thing was missing. The Ark of the Covenant which is a type of the

indwelling presence of God amongst His people.






When the veil was torn, it revealed the ugly truth that the Priests had been lying to
the people about the sacrificial offers and especially about the annual offering that
the High Priest had to perform for the remission of his own sins and that of the
people of Israel by sprinkling of the blood on the Mercy seat of the Ark of the
Covenant.
All the items and especially the Ark of the Covenant was stolen or destroyed when
Israel went into exile and there is no scripture that proves it was returned when
Israel returned after the exile. Nobody knows what happened to it and much
speculation about its current whereabouts has surfaced over the years. Discovery
Channel even hosted a documentary that it could be in another country such as
Ethiopia.
The Priests went through their rituals on a daily basis as if nothing was wrong or
missing - without accepting or acknowledging the one fact that the Ark is not there
where it should be and therefore God was not in their midst and did not speak to
them for more than 400 years (as it is widely accepted by Biblical scholars to be the
silent years).

Maybe the following statement could be a prophecy - and you can distinguish yourself if I
am now also falling in the same category of the false prophets. But one of these days, God
will do something spectacular again and it will not be a “new move of God” – although for
some it will be new - and it will most definitely reveal the ugly truth of pastors, reverends,
priests, churches all around, etc. who have been lying all along to their congregations about
the “presence and power of God” in their services. It will reveal all the gimmicks, the show
business, the entertainment, the mockery, the blasphemy, the root of all evil that form the
very foundations of some churches, the false doctrines, the deception of false prophecies
and the general lack of power and presence of the Holy Spirit. And sure enough this will all
be revealed upon the return of the Lord, if not sooner. For this reason alone I believe the
Church will most definitely go through the tribulation period in order to burn away all the
dross, which will also be a cleansing period where each child of God will have to seek the
face of God directly and not through a middle man, such as the pastors and prophets.
True salvation that was brought on through the power and Spirit of God with repentance
and brokenness and the complete acceptance of Jesus Christ in a person’s life, was traded
for intellectual repentances, various restoration courses upon courses and even counselling
of the person for years on end. In some cases these last mentioned practices are being
implemented in people’s lives without them even coming to repentance.
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My wife Venetia, found the following expression from a well-known preacher, but I am not
sure during what period he said this:

"A time will come when instead of shepherds feeding the sheep,
the church will have clowns entertaining the goats." --C.H. Spurgeon

Are we
there yet?
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Chapter 9:
The Trojan horse of Gimmicks
Due to a total lack of the presence of the Spirit of God in church services, so many church
leaders opted to rectify this problem by introducing special programs and gimmicks into
their services in order to maintain the interest of their followers and to keep the coffers
filled up. Unfortunately the latter is also necessary to sustain the lavish lifestyles of the
leaders.
By copying programs and procedures from one another, so many gimmicks entered the
church scene that the following list is not even close to the real issues on hand. Each of the
following topics is a discussion worth on its own, but for purposes of this manuscript I will
only deal with a summary of each aspect as follows:

The “Toronto Blessing”:
This spirit of deceit brought in the laughing spirit and other shenanigans into the church for
many years which is nothing less than a spirit of mockery. People from South Africa travelled
to the USA to “catch the fire” of the Toronto Blessing – which revealed itself later as being
more a curse of deception than a blessing. Apparently the original Toronto Blessing was due
to the true spirit of God working in a specific congregation, but the problem arose when
people tried to copy it in their churches and thereby allowing other spirits to enter and
operate as if it were from the same blessing. I just wonder how they would have contained
the spirit to be able to transfer it to South Africa and from church to church? Maybe in a
glass bottle as the one “preacher” in Australia proclaimed he kept a feather in a bottle
belonging to an “angel” who appeared to him.
This “blessing” included the so called “gold dust” being poured upon the people, the gold
fillings of teeth, the crawling (or rather slithering like a snake) and rolling and laughing of
people in the pews. The one testimony of a lady who received this blessing of gold dust
explained how it has changed her life. Her bed linen and bath towels were turned into a
golden colour and she battled to clean it afterwards, but most of all it brought a division
between her and her husband. Now, the Spirit of God will NEVER bring division between
husband and wife.
The God that I serve do not work with gimmicks and He does not repair stuff like teeth with
gold fillings. He is in the business of transformation and renewing or rather recreating. He
would rather give you a brand new tooth than to put gold in what a general dentist could
also quite as easy do. God deals in the impossible and according to testimonies over the
years I have heard of people receiving new lungs, perfect health, etc. while the doctors
feared for their lives. Ex-rays later revealed that their lungs looked like 16 years old children
and not like people in their 30’s that had pneumonia. This is the God we serve and these
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miracles happened when pastors prayed for the sick in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ
and not due to a “Toronto Blessing”.

The copycat syndrome:
Congregations and their pastors would copycat another church in programs when they see
the former one has achieved some success in growth of membership and profited financially
– like the Toronto Blessing and the Todd Bentley “Show”?
I am not referring to specific programs such as the “40 Days of Purpose” from Rick Warren,
because the program only highlights the strategy and steps towards the 40-days period. The
local church is still in full control of the Spirit of God in their services and what they will
allow and what not.

The Todd Bentley show:
Need I say more about this man who was apparently visited by the so called “female” angel
“Emma” who gave him spiritual guidance? According to Wikipedia and Bentley's testimony,
the female angel gave him a vision of gold coins and Bentley states this was a sign of his
future financial stability. My question is why would an angel of God do this and for what
purpose? Furthermore, the Bible teaches that angels are without gender. His testimony
also includes an account of visiting heaven and meeting with Paul the Apostle.
He literally had the church world at his feet as people were glued to their TV screens
awaiting another “revival service” from him. Beginning on April 2, 2008, Bentley was invited
by Stephen Strader, pastor of Ignited Church, Lakeland, Florida, to lead a one-week revival.
The revival quickly became a religious and media phenomenon, attracting up to 10,000
attendees nightly with Bentley as the primary preacher. In addition to showcasing Bentley's
evangelism, the revival featured colorful light shows and power-chord Christian rock music.
The Ignited Church also took a multimedia approach to publicizing the event, posting
webcasts online. The revival streamed live via Ustream received over 1 million hits in the
first five weeks of transmissions. (Source Wikipedia)
Bentley was criticized in mainstream media and on internet blogs for occasional violence
done to participants, in the tradition of Smith Wigglesworth. Todd Bentley was known to
forcefully kick, hit, smack or knock over participants. In one incident, a man was knocked
over and lost a tooth. In another, an elderly woman was intentionally kicked in the face.
Bentley held that the Holy Spirit led him to such actions, saying that those incidents were
taken out of context and adding that miracles were happening simultaneously. (Source
Wikipedia)
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Bentley's physical appearance has been noted for being very unconventional for that of an
evangelist. He has dozens of tattoos, multiple facial piercings, and a preference for t-shirts
over ties. Bentley's preaching style is also flamboyant, known for mannerisms like shouting
'Bam!' during his delivery. (Source Wikipedia) The revival brought in thousands and with that
many other revivalists. At one point, Bentley began to pray for and commission many of them to
duplicate his model for modern day revival. (Source Wikipedia) I wonder, does the Spirit of God
work in such a manner to copycat something, or does He create new and pour out fresh?

How is it that even today people are so gullible to believe the rubbish that God would
perform miracles of putting gold in people’s teeth, or gold dust on their bodies, or
showering the congregation with tiny diamonds? For what purpose? Once again, when God
performs His miracles He will not “repair” a rotten tooth but will replace it with a new one.
He is not in the “repair or maintenance business” – He transforms and creates new!
Some of the most powerful and well known preachers were quite eager to welcome Todd
Bentley on the scene, but completely forgot to rely on the Spirit of God and the gift of
discernment before laying hands on him and bless him. Todd is an ex-convict and is full of
tattoos and even commented on the new ones that he has put on since accepting Jesus
Christ in his life. According to Wikipedia he added a new tattoo called “Joshua’s army” with
dog tags. I truly believe it is mostly through his ministry where the new trend of tattoos
amongst the children of God started to grow from. It has been sugar coated by calling it
now “Christian Art tattoos” and all of a sudden it is OK to put a tattoo on your body as long
as it something associated from the Bible.
But what does the Bible teach us about tattoos?
 You shall not make any cuts on your body for the dead or tattoo yourselves: I am the
LORD. Lev 19:28 – ESV)
 According to John Gills Exposition: “this was the custom of the Gentiles in ancient times,
to imprint upon themselves the mark of an idol, to show that they were his servants;
and the law cautions from doing this, as he adds, to the exalted name (the name of God);
In other words, there is no valid scriptural justification for tattoos. Not even under the
dispensation of grace, for if you do so then you are still violating and desecrating the very
image of God’s creation of which you still have no right to do – even if you proclaim you are
under grace.
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Visiting Angels - from God or not?
On this note, I would like to deal with the aspect of “visiting angels” in more detail. The
following information was received on Facebook from a friend and sister in the Lord as well
as other internet media:
"The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire, and the prophets
thereof divine for money: yet will they lean upon the LORD, and say , Is not the LORD among us?
none evil can come upon us." Micah 3:11
Today the world is filled with the false prophets of Baal and they have spilled over into our
houses via television and other media. Magicians, false scribes and diviners have infiltrated
our bedrooms, kitchens and living rooms. These men and women who parade as prophets
and teachers are no more than Christian fortune tellers who hypnotize and destroy with their
false words. The core of their gospel is demonic and like the false prophet Balaam, they
divine for money and in so doing they WILL receive the wages of unrighteousness.
Patricia King, a sorceress and poster child of this “new age gospel”, openly and blatantly
twists the Scriptures and proclaims that we all have “wings” and that we must learn to
discover them. When we do we will then be able to fly around to other places and countries
in the spirit. Call it what you want, but this is the demonic practice of “astral projection or
travelling” which is a satanic divination! According to her, angels walk into the meetings
through portals. She also has a four day prophecy school where students can learn to walk up
to strangers and do “spiritual readings” on them.
Where are God’s people who should cry out and say, “NO” to her words and declare that she
is a witch? But 90% don't! Instead they, through their financial support, allow the media
messengers of satan to tickle their ears in furthering her demonic doctrines by publishing her
lying words and endorse her on many websites, publications and TV outlets such as Charisma
Magazine, God TV, TBN, and the 700 Club.
The people of God are in a stupor. They are blind. The famine for God’s Word has reached
epidemic proportions! The so-called prophets out there are a soupy mix of new age liars and
deceivers! They have no “real” knowledge of God’s Truth. Their eyes are caked with a crust of
their own making. Over the years these so-called prophets have prophesied of the slumbering
giant, the "church" that will rise again but this awakening “church” is governed by the
powers of darkness and is masquerading as a “revival”. (Editor’s note: I rather think that
the slumbering giant to rise is nothing less than the Trojan horse in its fullest force and
final onslaught.)
When the second “beast” rises up in Revelation 13:11, it had horns like a lamb (Christianity)
but it spoke like a dragon, (satan). This second beast is a satanic spirit in the apostate church.
It comprises of many, many deceivers that infiltrated and are still infiltrating the Body of
Christ. The “false prophet” beast is not just one man. And while many are waiting for this
“one man" false prophet to rise up, the fulfilment is happening under our noses. Observe
how WEIRD things are and most of the Church is falling for it. Blatant deception!
Are the people alarmed? No! Instead they throng to the gatherings of these “liars” and offer
up their sacrifice of money to these “golden calves”. These end time false teachers and “fire,
fire, meetings” and lies of Patricia King, Benny Hinn, Kenneth Copeland, Todd Bentley and
others are part of the end time second beast. We see the demonic chaos in the gatherings.
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There is no shame, no order. Instead people dance around to the beat of jungle sounding
drums. They are in a state of hypnotic trances, vibrating. People laugh hysterically and call it
"holy laughter." In silly “drunkenness,” they stumble around and fall over chairs. People
dance around frantically waving their arms like the false prophets at Mount Carmel where
Baal’s prophets sought, begged and pleaded for a manifestation.
The leaders use strange words; “Bam, surge of power, vortex of wind, angel portals” These
are the workings of a demonic nature and are nothing but satanic manifestations. (Editor’s
note: Even in Africa the Nigerians have seen an open window to deceive the church with
their so called “fire preaching’s” and “fire water” which are being sold to unsuspecting
church members. They copy the preaching style of other pastors from videos which are
being circulated in the church environment. They flock to South Africa and very soon they
have a huge number of followers who swallow all the rubbish they produce as part of the
Gospel.)
The Bible warns us that in the last days there would be a “falling away.” (2 Thess. 2:3) Jesus
also warned that the “Love of many will wax cold.” A strong delusion has arrived before our
very eyes. Either this is merely a “season” of confusion or we are actually witnessing
prophecy in action. Re-examine Revelation 3:11. The great delusion that we are now
witnessing goes beyond anything this world has ever seen. The demonic forces of deception
from the underworld are being unleashed on the church right now.
Editor’s note: The Trojan horse is indeed IN the Church!
Jesus said, “Be not deceived”. Unfortunately, this warning means nothing to many of the
people out there because they do not read their Bibles! “And for this cause God will send a
strong delusion, that they should believe a lie.” (2 Thessalonians 2:11) All over men and
women parade as messengers of God but in fact are the willing hosts of foul spirits and
demons. They shroud the people with their lies and deceit birthed in the pit of hell. We, the
remnant need to declare God’s Truth in these dark places where people are deceived and led
astray. We MUST let His light that comes from His Word shine the path to show people the
way.
In these last days it is of utmost importance to know the Truth of God. This can only be
accomplished by knowing the Scriptures! Devour His Word and test the spirits that are out
there. Test everything that anyone says against the Scriptures!! Especially messages from the
likes of Rick Joyner, Kim Clement, Kenneth Copeland, Benny Hinn, Joel Osteen, etc. If we do
not we WILL find ourselves deceived as well.
The Church is in need of desperate repentance. There has never been a time more
appropriate than this hour! There has never been a period when the world had more reason,
good reason, to hold the Church in contempt. In Ezekiel the prophet describes how the glory
of God gradually rose up from the Holy place and then out of the Temple. The only people
who cannot see that this is happening to the Church are the Christians in the pews who
delude themselves in thinking that we are actually experiencing some kind of spiritual revival.
It is not surprising that the world looks at the Church and says: "Where is thy God?"

"Therefore also now, saith the LORD, turn ye even to Me with all your heart, and
with fasting, and with weeping, and with mourning: And rend your heart, and not
your garments, and turn unto the LORD your God: for He is gracious and merciful,
slow to anger, and of great kindness, and repenteth Him of the evil. Who knoweth
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if He will return and repent, and leave a blessing behind Him; even a meat offering
and a drink offering unto the LORD your God? Blow the trumpet in Zion, sanctify a
fast, call a solemn assembly: Gather the people, sanctify the congregation,
assemble the elders, gather the children, and those that suck the breasts: let the
bridegroom go forth of his chamber, and the bride out of her closet. Let the priests,
the ministers of the LORD, weep between the porch and the altar, and let them say,
Spare Thy people, O LORD, and give not Thine heritage to reproach, that the
heathen should rule over them: wherefore should they say among the people,
Where is their God?" Joel 2:12-17
Furthermore I can also add the following information received from a Jennifer LeClaire
from her Newsletter on Prophetic Insight, which is quite worthy to note:
“I recently heard a prophetic word that described an angelic visitation. Of course, I am all for
angelic visitations. Both the Old and New Testament offer plenty of examples of angels
appearing to people to deliver heavenly Messages. But this angel apparently had a creative
name. Its name was supposed to be "Safe Passage".
It grieves me that we have to go around this mountain yet again in the body of Christ. Wasn't
the controversy over Emma - the female angel who supposedly started the modern-day
prophetic movement (of Todd Bentley) - enough to put an end to this sort of nonsense?
Apparently not.
Let me be clear: There is no angel named Emma and there is no angel named Safe Passage and its assignment is not to escort you safely into new opportunities or to clear fearsome
corners and honor your unsung courage. However, if you Google the keywords "angel safe
passage" you might see where a misguided prophetic pen could draw such erroneous
inspiration from. There's a safe passage playing card that's a prominent "white angel" in
Dungeons and Dragons-style game. In this context, "Safe Passages" is a Sorcerer. On the
more benign side "Safe Passage" the title of a script for a 1997 episode of "Touched by an
Angel". Either way, there is no God-sent angel named "Safe Passage".”
It just so happened that when I stumbled upon the so-called revelation of this angel named
"Safe Passage" I was already studying the topic of angels. In fact, I was in the midst of
reading Dr. Lester Sumrall's "Angels to Help You" for a second time. Sumrall offered
abundant Scripture about the reality of Angels, the categories of angels-including their
names and ranks - what angels do, what angels know, angels and prophecy, what kind of
people receive angelic service, and much more.
Angels are real. Angels are mentioned 108 times in the Old Testament and 165 times in the
New Testament. Angels are messengers. Angels are innumerable. The Bible mentions three
angels by name" Michael, Gabriel and Lucifer. But beyond that, you have to go to religions
like Zoroas-trianism to find the names of angels.
Zoroastrianism, also called Mazdaism, is a religion based on a self-styled Prophet named
Zoroaster (also known as Avestan or Zarathustra). Zoroastrianism was once among the
largest religions in the world, a political power in pre-Islamic Iron Nazdaism believers prayed
to angels like Ameretat, Asha Vahishta and Vohu Mano for protection. In modern times, the
New Age movement has an A-to-Z list of named angels, some of which are supposedly rooted
in Scripture. There's Abdiel, the professed "Angel of Faith." At the end of the New Age list,
you'll find Zuriel, the "Angel of Harmony" who has dominion over the sun sign of Libra.
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As you can see, false teaching about angels has been circulating the world since before
Christ was born and well after he ascended to the right hand of the Father. False teachings
about angels were an issue in the early church and it's an issue in the end-time church. "And
no wonder! For Satan himself transforms himself into an angel of light (Cor. 11:14). Paul had
an apostolic message for those who hyper-focus on angels and their "teachings" at the
expense of exalting Christ. Paul was so bold as to say that if he-or an angel from heavenpreached any other gospel than the gospel of Christ he should be accursed ((Gal. 1:8). Those
are pretty strong words and ones that should be heeded before we preach sermons or pen
articles that exalt angels.
Paul also said, "Let no one cheat you of your reward, taking delight in false humility and
worship of angels, intruding into those things which he has not seen, vainly puffed up by
his fleshly mind, and not holding fast to the Head, from who all the body, nourished and
knit together by joints and ligaments, grows with the increase that is from God. (Col. 2:1819)
Matthew Henry, an 18th century minister whose well-known commentary provides an
exhaustive verse-by-verse study of the Bible, gets to the root of such angel exaltation: "They
advanced those notions to gratify their own carnal fancy, and were fond of being thought
wiser than other people. Pride is at the bottom of a great many errors and corruptions, and
even of many evil practices, which have great show and appearance of humility."
Yes, angels are ministering spirits sent forth to minister to those who will receive salvation.
(Heb. 11:14) That's use! Angels are send to execute God's Word. By revelation of the Holy
Spirit, David wrote, "Bless the Lord, you his angels, who excel in strength, who do His word,
heeding the voice of His Word." (Ps. 103:20). Angels stand ready to obey the Word of God
and bring it to pass.
Yes, in a way angels may help provide us with safe passage. When we make the Lord our
dwelling place, no evil shall befall us nor shall any plague come near our dwelling: for He
shall give His angels charge over us, to keep us in all our ways. In their hands they shall bear
us up, lest we dash our foot against a stone (Psalm 9:9-12)
But here is no angel named Safe Passage, at least none of God's angels.
One last thought: John mistakenly fell down to worship at the feet of an Angel who had
shown him the revelations he recorded in the book of Revelation. The angels immediately
told him to worship God (Rev. 22:8-9) We don't know the name of this angel. IF it were
important, the Holy Spirit would have revealed it. I suppose some in the modern church
would name him "Revelation," some may even claim "Revelation" is a female-and that would
be yet another error. Let me end with the words of Jesus Himself: "Take heed that no one
deceives you... for false christs and false prophets will rise and show signs and wonders to
deceive, if possible, even the elect" (Mark 13:5;22). Amen.
Jennifer LeClaire is news editor at Charisma. She is also the author of several books.
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Prosperity preachers – serving Mammon:
The prosperity preachers are those who preach that you do not have enough faith if you do
not see/experience the blessings (material prosperity) from God. They “provoke” the people
to sow more (give more money to them and their cause) in order to receive a blessing and
become financially independent.
TBN is very famous with this by hosting a fundraising week every quarter where various
preachers then “motivate” people to sow online to receive a blessing from God. The one
well known preacher even declared that if you sow $150 at that point in time, then you will
receive the fulfilment of all previous unfulfilled promises. That God will restore everything
that the grasshopper has eaten and what the devil has stolen from you. Everything? What
about the stuff that I have lost due to my own bad choices and poor judgment? What
about the scripture that proclaims you will reap what you sow? It also refers to the bad
stuff that we have sown as well and not only to the good seeds.
Popular TV preacher Benny Hinn goaded people on his recent visit to South Africa to “sow
R7000.00 in the next 7 minutes to receive an abundant blessing from God, in such a
manner that you will be financial secure for the rest of your life.” Fortunately the staff on
hand was also on par with the Spirit of God that night that He would open up such a blessing
for the people, as they already had the necessary EFT (Electronic Funds Transfers) devices
ready for the people to come and swipe their debit and credit cards. According to news
reports of the event, people rushed forward and pushed each other around in order to be
first at the terminals and to be included in this “7-minute blessing”.
I wonder how many people did become overnight millionaires as it was suggested by the
preacher and staff, and how many people struggled to repay the money that was taken on
credit for this purpose. But I guess those one’s who did not receive the blessing, still had a
problem with a lack of faith in their lives (pun intended).
Recently I received a brochure from a well-known mega church in Morningside, Sandton
with the heading of “Giving & Receiving: Miracle offering.” The brochure invites people
from their church to give towards their new 3000 -seat auditorium and to be part of this
“miracle offering.” They are invited to write down their personal Miracle Need on a card
and should believe God for it as they give. The leadership will then pray over all the cards
received and believe for a miracle in each life. In other words, they link the giving part of
the people with a miracle from God and also thereby linking their faith with their giving.
What happens if no member receives a miracle or is the focus on the miracle offering of
more than R 100 million to be received?
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The spirit of entertainment:
A few years ago when the well-known film “The Passion of the Christ” came out, I had the
distinct impression that Hollywood is busy proclaiming the Gospel while the church is
keeping itself busy with show business and entertainment.
Congregations across denominational boundaries hire popular Gospel musicians for huge
sums to “perform” in their churches. This is commonly known as “money spinners” for
people would fill the seats to come and listen to the music while the Word is being left aside
for the moment. I am referring to where Sunday services would be offered up for this
purpose and not another week or weekend night. In most cases it is nothing else than
show business and raking in the money from the tickets being sold or the larger than normal
offerings.
One such church in Pretoria, South Africa proudly advertised in 2012 that they would host
“a night of entertainment” – by trading in one of their worship services for this event.

According to my calendar 18 Nov 2012 was a Sunday! “ Prepare to be entertained” – read
the advertisement! Funny enough they never warned the people to come prepared for the
presence of God and for His Word? Needless to say the local church does not exist anymore
and has been sold to another major church denomination.
Another pastor recently commented to me that he cannot join a specific congregation from
a major denomination, because their social plan of getting together is just too much for
him. It ranges from weekly get-togethers for braai to golfing dates, to camping and going
fishing, etc. Somewhere in the middle they do at least have a fellowship meeting (cell
groups) but there is absolutely no time and any program for evangelism or attending to the
pain and wounds from people in their church.
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Falling in the Spirit.
In our local church I have seen people fall “in the Spirit” who were then transformed
through the Spirit of God, but I have seen many more who fell in the flesh because they
accepted it as the norm. They would “fall in the Spirit” and after a couple of seconds stand
up as if nothing had happened to them now. So why did they fall and under what influence
or power? Most definitely not through the power of the Holy Spirit! Simply because your
life would change forever in such instance when the power of God came upon you that
required you to fall down. I think it should be equal as what Moses experienced at the
burning bush – a God encounter!
Way back in the first year of my ministry, I allowed another evangelist upon his request to
host a week of special evangelistic services at our church. During one of the services a
group of young people came back from a Rodney Howard Brown meeting and started to
snigger and laugh out of the blue, while the evangelist was still busy preaching the Word. As
I was quite interested in the message for the night, their behaviour was somewhat
disruptive to say the least. I thought that the pastor is in control of his own service and
should stop this, but unfortunately he stopped the message as his own wife and another
friend of hers also started to giggle and laugh.
I was taught that the Spirit of God will never interfere with the Word of God and I
immediately discerned that this laughing spirit was not from God. I also saw something
during this week that the same group of people who were prayed for in the beginning of the
week, was also in the prayer line every night until the last service. The thought that stuck in
my mind was: “Are we making “spiritual junkies” from the people who came forward to
receive a “fresh new kick” from the Spirit of God? Why do they not grow to maturity? One
child was in the line every night and as people prayed for him, he would gently fall in the
hands of the “catchers’ at the back. Thereafter, he would first pull his clothes in the right
position and then start wiggling and twisting his arms and body as if the Holy Spirit is upon
him and busy with him. With the experience that I have gained from the Spirit of God and
His Word through the years, I would now undoubtedly rebuke this attitude of playing games
and to stop this nonsense in Jesus name!
It seems to me that people are either taught or they see it as the norm to fall when they are
being prayed for. On the other hand I have seen and experienced it myself where pastors
try to push you over. The more people “fall in the spirit”, the more powerful the pastor
would seem to be. I was getting sick and tired of people falling because of the gimmicks
being allowed in other churches and made an announcement that in future we will not have
any “catchers” to catch the people being prayed for. A couple of young men found out the
hard way that it is not so nice anymore when you fall in the flesh and trying to bluff the
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pastor. Funny enough their faith and healing kicked in pretty quickly as I did not see them in
the prayer line again afterwards.

“Fly-by-night” Pastors and “Lone Ranger” Prophets:
The Bible teaches that God calls people for the ministry but these days every Tom, Dick and
Harry seems to be a pastor – or lately for that matter also Prophet. They are the “fly-bynight pastors and the independent “lone rangers” who will not submit to any other
authority than themselves. They usually are not suitably qualified and knowledge and
insight of Scripture is somewhat inferior, but they determine their own set of doctrines and
practices as they seem fit. Usually in such an environment you will find strange doctrines
and practices but funny enough you will always find a group of people following them
diligently. They proclaim to be experts on a specific field of ministry, such as the prophetic,
and are even invited to come and minister at a wide spectrum of churches and even on
radio. The title of Prophet seems to carry more weight and status and people tend to listen
and follow when the “prophets” speak.
In Africa we have found that a man/woman, who would come to repentance now and
accept Jesus Christ as Saviour, would immediately be accepted by the people to be a
“pastor” when he/she starts to preach the Word of God. Proper training is not important
for that matter and they would easily be captured by all the false teachings that abound in
the rural and city areas. Once they are called “pastors” by the people, they are no longer
eager to study in a proper Bible College and would rely on DVD’s and teachings from other
preachers. We have received a rapport from Venda that one pastor is preaching the Word,
but cannot even read it.
What happened to the commandment of Christ to make disciples and teach them? The
Church is turning out more “pastors” than “disciples” and therefore the lost are not being
reached as it is supposed to be.

Is everything being done in the Church and through the Word then correct?

Or could there be a problem
lurking in the shadows
in the form of a Trojan horse?
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The gay & lesbian debacle:
Some churches are worried that they could be sued by gay couples if they refuse to marry
them or to allow them in church positions. Unfortunately the voice of the church has
become dim on this issue over the years and therefore has allowed society, the media, the
entertainment industry and now even politics to dictate to the Church what is acceptable
and what not.
While this issue has been pushed by the leaders of this world in order to find favour from
men, the Church leaders have been very quiet although some leaders (if you can call them
such) such as Bishop Tutu and other churches openly supported it in public. The USA is now
on the forefront of promoting it while the great TV preachers and the so called Bible belt
churches are running for cover and try to protect themselves with new policy documents
and other strategies against any possible lawsuit.
Some Christian denominations, such as the United Church of Christ and the Unitarian
Universalist Association of Congregations, accept gay marriage. The Episcopal Church
recently approved a blessing for same-sex couples, but each bishop must decide whether to
allow the ceremony in his or her local diocese. Even the Quakers which is the oldest
Christian denomination in the UK, now approves gay marriages.
The majority of Christian denominations, however, view homosexual relationships as sinful.
In more hierarchical denominations, like the Roman Catholic Church or the United
Methodist Church, individual churches are bound by the policies of the larger denomination.
But non-denominational churches and those loosely affiliated with more established groups
often individually decide how to address social issues such as gay marriages.
The biblical fact still remain that God created Adam and Eve and not Adam and Steve.
Therefore, according to Romans chapter 1 it is a sin and an abomination in the eyes of God
and He has not changed His mind about it, even if the USA government authorises it, society
approves of it or whether a major church denomination makes a compromise with it.

The birth of Chrislam!
Going back into church history very briefly, the early church after Pentecost was heavily
persecuted through many years by the likes of Domitius Nero, Dioclesian, Maximian, etc.
and even by the Jews themselves who openly denied Jesus Christ as Lord and Saviour. This
continued until Constantine decided to end it all more or less in the year 313 A.D. and
brought about a unification of all relevant faiths into one state governed church: The
Roman Catholic Church.
History also shows that the church with their new powers now became the persecutor of all
who did not accept the doctrines of the state church. They persecuted and murdered
people across continents if they failed to accept the new faith and its doctrines. The
saddest part of it all is that so many false doctrines based upon paganism, Babylonian and
Egyptian idols were incorporated into this one universal church doctrine. For many years
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the people who were supposed to be liberated by the blood of Jesus Christ, were in actual
fact brought back under a heavy burden of outward ceremonies and human traditions, with
no power of the Holy Spirit. People were blinded by their poverty and captured by so many
snares from the priests. They were led by their noses with decrees and constitutions as it
pleased the bishops from time to time. It was only when God raised people up such as John
Wickliff in 1371 A.D. to restore the true and unadulterated and undefiled doctrine of Christ’s
gospel . You can also read the “Foxe’s Book of Martyrs” which chronicles the tragic yet
triumphant stories of men and women who faced torture and martyrdom rather than deny
their vision of truth and of God.
I am quite sure the early Pentecost church were much pleased that the persecution had
stopped, but unfortunately it came with a massive price tag as a by-product of it – a price
tag of false doctrines that infiltrated the church which is still residing and very much alive in
the modern Church of today.
With this all in mind we hear and see the terrible movement of leaders towards another
unification of faiths, and this time it involves the Christian faith with Islam – which is now
termed “Chrislam”. Rumours and people who know the facts proclaim that Barrack Obama
apparently gave Rick Warren the mandate and instruction to unify the world faiths into a
new universal faith. The purpose is to get rid of differences and to avoid radicalism and
fanaticism. How true this is and who behind this deception is, will only be revealed in time
but according to various sources some Pentecostal and other churches has already gone on
this route.
While it began in Nigeria in the 1980s, Chrislamic ideas have spread throughout much of the
world. The fundamental concept of Chrislam is that Christianity and Islam are compatible,
that one can be a Christian and a Muslim at the same time. Chrislam is not formally a
religion of its own but rather a blurring of the differences and distinctions between
Christianity and Islam.
Some Protestant churches are promoting this merging together of Islam and Christianity but
the problem with this man-driven initiative is that Islam rejects Jesus as the Son of God who
died for the sins of the world. They openly deny the death of Jesus by crucifixion, His
resurrection and Supremacy which are central to the Christian faith. Although Christians
agree with Muslims on many moral issues, there is no compatibility with Islam on the
central beliefs of the Christian faith. Altering the Bible to win converts to Christ is heresy.
Peter preaching about Jesus to the Sanhedrin declares in Acts 4:12: “Nor is there salvation
in any other, for there is no other name under Heaven given among men by which we
must be saved.”
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I guess we will also travel down the same old road as in those early years eventually where
we will be labelled as fanatics and radicals if we do not accept this new movement of
unification in the end. Maybe this is a prophecy or maybe it is only a figment of my
imagination, but when the anti-Christ appears he will certainly unify the church under one
doctrine and persecute everyone who does not comply. Maybe we are closer to that point
than what we think or expect. If the unification of all the old paganism and Babylonian
false believes into the Roman church brought about such a disastrous period in time for the
church, think again what the second unification will bring about. The world religion and
Islam is already rejecting Jesus Christ as ultimate Lord and Saviour and with this new
movement Christ and His sacrificial offering will be downgraded to just an event and not as
the foundation of our faith.
Absolutely nothing good can come from such a movement, but unfortunately the mega
churches such as Joel Osteen is already advocating a universalism and that all faiths lead to
God. Even the Pope recently in January 2014 confirmed that all faiths are valid and true.
They advocate that there is no such thing as hell and that all people will go to heaven – no
matter what your lifestyle or faith is.

Modern day church leaders: Not high on the integrity scale!
Although I have been in the ministry for only 20 odd years, I have come to know that some
pastors would openly lie, use swear words, steal, cheat and manipulate people in order to
get their way. Their attitudes and behaviour will not score them high on the integrity scale
and it testifies of someone with lots of self-righteousness. Issues such as the following
occurred on a regular basis:
 They refuse to acknowledge or reply to personal invitations send to them. Some
would even accept the invitation and then do not pitch up, leaving you with the bill
of the event to settle;
 Another pastor accepted a personal invitation for a special service/program at our
local church and openly announced from his own pulpit that their congregation will
attend the next weekend. Unfortunately I heard later from one of his church
members “that he will never attend our services if he is not invited to preach.” Sad to
say he was not invited to preach.
 They openly announce and promise from their pulpits that they would invite you to
come and preach at one of their services, but never do extend or fix the invitation.
 Way back in the 80’s and 90’s you would not have heard of a pastor who acted
wrongfully or who indulged in sin such as adulterous affairs or being gay. Pastors
from that era who divorced were immediately restricted and “barred” from ministry.
However, these days it is in the order of the day where pastors are reported to have
more than one affair over a period of time. They tend to run off with their
secretaries or the people they counsel. The disturbing fact of it all is that it seems
these pastors do not show any remorse and are not stopped in their ministries – not
even temporarily for a few months to allow a time of healing and restoration. They
are allowed to continue with their ministries as if nothing has happened.
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A few years ago my wife and I bought the house adjacent to our local church in Pretoria.
This was such a blessing as we utilized the property with its massive swimming pool and
kitchen area also for Sunday school, church functions and other purposes. After a few years
and due to various reasons, we decided to put the house in the market to sell again. During
this time another pastor and his wife were desperately seeking accommodation and we
allowed them to move in with the proviso that they would at least pay the minimum bond
amount as well as the water and electricity account.
Although they indicated they would love to join our church and organization as ordained
pastors, two months down the line they were directly involved in sabotaging our teachings
and tried to coerce people from our church to join their cell group – in our own house right
next to the church. Not one cent was paid on the bond or the water and electricity account
for six months and I had no other option than to give them their marching orders. This
process did not go down as expected from a pastor and his wife and I even had to utilize
legal threats in order to evict them from the house. Unfortunately such people never do
learn from their mistakes and although we accommodated them at a time when we could
the least afford it, we are seen as the “pig in the story”, while they continue with their
ministry without any remorse or even a thank you.
Already in my first two years of serving as a youth leader and later on when God called me
for the ministry, I had come to the understanding that man and even pastors will fail you.
However, the main thing that kept me standing was the fact that the Gospel of the Lord
Jesus Christ is far greater than any man, pastor or church organisation. In fact, the Apostle
Paul wrote that he is not ashamed of the gospel of Jesus Christ, for it is a power of God unto
salvation. Therefore I will also never be ashamed of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, but I do feel
embarrassed about some of pastors who proclaim this great message of grace and
forgiveness.

Unity in the Church:
So many church leaders have promulgated unity across church borders for so many years
and I have also put a lot of effort into this process. The reality of it all struck home when
my wife attended a women’s meeting across church boundaries to organise a massive event
when the 70 attendees represented no less than 25 denominations/groups.
Quite early in my ministry the Lord led me to start a forum for church leaders and in 1999
the Pretoria West Christian Forum was birthed. Eventually we have grown this Forum to at
least 8 churches across church boundaries and managed to organise at least one prayer
meeting per month as a group together at one of the participating churches. We appointed
intercessors to pray for the pastors involved as well as for the people (lost souls) in the
greater Pretoria West area. The members loved this union and in our third year we
organized a joint event at one of the local churches with more than 400 people attending.
Now this might not seem like a huge number, but for a Saturday night and compared with
the usual attendance figures, this was a huge success. The church members wanted more
events like this and to see things start to change in their areas, but unfortunately the leaders
of the churches were not committed to this process. Each one was more concerned about
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their individual little churches than to care about the bigger picture of bringing real
transformation to the district through the awesome and mighty power of God.
I had to remind each leader on a continuous basis about the next leadership meeting and
the next prayer meeting as if they did not have the luxury of their own diaries. However,
they were quick on the draw to let everyone in the group know about a scheduled event to
be hosted in their local congregations.
But the problem on leadership level did not start overnight. When we look at the story of
Moses sending out the 12 spies into Canaan, they were all leaders of their individual tribes.
We well know that 10 of those leaders came back and gave a negative report on the
circumstances in the Promised Land and still today the leaders are lacking in bringing the
right message through to the people of this land and across the world. The leaders are not
in tune with the promises and power of God and more so not with the vision that God have
for His Church.
Generation X spirit of God?
For many years I have heard pastors talk about the “new thing or movement or revival that God is
going to bring” and that it would be completely new to the Church. These discussions made me
wonder how it could be, because if it is something so new in format or character, then we as the
church should be very careful for a spirit of deception. I mean the Apostle Paul warned us through
his writings about it:

For if someone comes along and preaches another Jesus than the one we preached,
or should you receive a different spirit from the one you received or a different
gospel from the one you accepted, you are all too willing to listen. (2Co 11:4 – ISV)
The warnings of Apostle Paul should resound in the hallways of so many churches of today
as this verse has come into fulfilment. Especially the last part which declared and maybe
prophesied towards us in the latter days, that the children of the Lord “are all too willing to
listen”. Not to the truth of the Word, but to any concoction of half-truths and things that
will sooth the ears.
Should there be a “different Spirit of God” evident amongst the youth of the church than
the older generation, or should it be the same Spirit of God? Does the gap between the
generations require a different Spirit of God or should the characteristics of it be the same
between both of them?

During August 2012 my wife and I as well as my youngest daughter Desiré attended one
of the mega type churches in Montana, Pretoria on a Sunday morning. The Senior Pastor
and most of his leadership team were not at the service as it was a long weekend and the
Youth Pastor was in charge of the service.
One of their youth bands was playing that morning and we do not have a problem with
youth bands or the music they play – up to a point. We were anticipating what they can
bring for us in praise and worship, but when they started off it seemed they battled a bit to
flow with the music and lyrics of the first song. Maybe they tried a new song, I thought.
Then they moved on to the next song and at that point in time I started to wonder what the
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young girl right next to the worship leader is really doing on the platform. It seemed to me
she did not belong up there in the first place and second of all, I could not really distinguish
between the young man playing the guitar and this young girl, who is now the worship
leader this morning.
The second song did not go well down at all and by that time the Youth Pastor was on the
platform to open up the service, made a few announcements and then motivated the
congregation to join in with the praise and worship. They continued with the music and by
the 4th song, the pastor was on the platform again and this time really exhorted the
congregation to participate with the musicians and the music. With the very next song, we
saw a couple of people (probably from the Brooklyn Youth group) jumping up and down
while singing – with the Youth Pastor in front.
I do not have a problem with dancing or jumping as we have done it for many years in our
services and especially when we hosted the Feast of Tabernacles. We love to dance (and
jump if so inspired) before the Lord! But that morning, I did not feel one inch of inspiration
by the Spirit of God to participate in the music at all. I asked the Lord: “What do we have
here? Where is the problem? Is it me?” Then the Lord opened up my eyes to really see in
the Spirit. A Worship team forms such an important part of the whole service that it will
cover a complete new book just on that topic alone, but this youth band could not connect
with the congregation and therefore something was “lost in translation” to connect them
with the Spirit of God. In my opinion the youth band was not connected with the Spirit of
God at all.
Maybe the worship part of the service will be better as I am a worshipper at heart.
Unfortunately even the worship part failed to deliver and I could see most of the
congregation loose interest, sitting down and just waited for the band to finish. Thus being
said of a congregation who knew how to praise and worship in Spirit when the normal
worship leader and band is on the stage.

At that moment in time I have never felt so keen to walk out of a church service. I
looked at my wife and she just shrugged her shoulders and 5 minutes later my daughter
returned with her young son from the bathroom and asked my wife what are we doing here
this morning. And she is not even born again yet. Needless to say that was the final cue for
me to leave.

I contacted the Senior Pastor and arranged a meeting to discuss the situation. I made it
clear that I do not have a mandate to address this issue with them, as I am not yet a
member of the church (just a long term visitor). The Senior Pastor was friendly and
accommodating while the Youth Pastor felt threatened by the whole issue and at some
point in the discussion made it quite clear to me that he is not submitted under my
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authority but only under the Senior Pastor. He then challenged me to clarify if I would label
the activities which happened on the platform or in the service as demonic or not? My
answer in response was that it can maybe not be classified as demonic, but it was most
certainly not from the Spirit of God. My honest opinion was that the Youth band was not on
the same spiritual level as the older generation and they were probably busy on a soul-lish
level – which is the same as humanism. The Senior Pastor himself was also dumbstruck why
they have failed that morning as they “are doing so well in the Brooklyn Youth Services”.
I think the lesson that we need to learn from this is that the Church in a large context has
allowed a spirit of humanism (being carnally minded) to enter the youth services and even
the main congregations under the so called “new movement of God”. Two weeks later we
sat in another evening service with a visiting pastor when the other youth band played and
we enjoined it thoroughly. Afterwards I saw the young people fidgeting and playing on their
cell phones while the pastor was bringing a powerful message. The same people, who were
jumping up and down with the music, now had no interest in the message from the Word.
Weird hey? Or is it because we have to do with another spirit of humanism under the youth
gatherings?
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Chapter 10
A wake up call to the Church!

The following was written by Bishop Samuel Smith as part of his regular Newsletter of the
AWCF in 2013.
The true "Body of Christ" must not be divided by the diversionary tactics of satan that preoccupy and
prevent the fulfillment of its crucial role as: Soul-Saving Station, Light-House, Spiritual Hospital and
Port of Safety. The Church will be none of these, unless there are prophets of God. "Like prophet,
like people." God speaks to man through man! "And how shall they hear without a preacher?"
(Romans 10: 14) God's way is: He finds a man, gives that man a message: in time, (for convenience
sake, and because we think ourselves so wise), the message gives way to a method, and eventually
the method becomes a machine. Machines break! God then finds another man; He gives that man a
message; invariably the message becomes a method; the method becomes a machine and
machines break. How long must this cycle continue? The need of the hour is for men of God, who
will never trade the message for a method that will become a machine that breaks.
It is pointless to argue " . . . whether there exists or does not exist prophets today?" The question is
not over fortune-tellers and silly seers! Have we not seen enough of the A.A. Allen’s and Rev. Ike’s,
to know by now, that all that glitters is not gold? Their legacy is deceit, disappointment and
destruction. The real prophets of God are not found under the "Big-Top" selling special oils and
miracle cloths! The need of the hour is not so much "fore-tellers" as "forth tellers"; men of God who
will discern the times in the light of God's Word and without fear or favor, tell it like it is!

Where are the prophets of God?
It is a truth that the Ministry has become a lucrative profession for many; a degree of respectability,
frequent vacations, expensive clothes, restaurants, guns, fishing tackle, campers, boats and pedigree
dogs and horses, stocks and bonds, investments and business interests.
The mouthing of old clichés and the playing of denominational politics are both the safe and the easy
way out. Carnal laymen will continue to support the clergy that passes the Buck. It becomes a
marriage of convenience: the preacher profits and the layman is comfortable.
The Holy Scripture decrees; "Judgment must first begin at the house of God." Let each of us ask
ourselves the question; "Are we as concerned about building up the Kingdom of God, as we are
establishing another unique organization, competing for status in Christian
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denominationalism?" What is birthed in tents, brush arbors and store fronts; more often than not, dies
in our temples, tabernacles and cathedrals.
The prophet of God is not the wild-eyed, slobbering fanatic who pushes and shoves the trusting. In
our sophomoric attempt at humor, we have accused the liberals of having their collars on backwards:
when will the conservatives get their heads on frontwards? The prophets of the end-time will be men
of God, seasoned in prayer, cultured by fasting, trained in the Apostle's doctrine, emboldened by the
Holy Ghost; their shoulders bowed beneath the burden of the Lord, with hearts on fire with urgency,
they will cry out the TRUTH aloud!

Enough of the sermonizing that is cold and lifeless! - Enough of what pretends to be
preaching the Word in faith!
Are we, who claim the revelation of Bible salvation, so insecure in our position that we must repeat
ourselves every five minutes? Say it and go on! Consider the writings of the Apostle Paul. Thank
God he didn't get hung up like a sticky phonograph. He touched all the vital bases: (1) Doctrine, (2)
Holiness, (3) Day-today living, (4) Christian love, (5) Evangelism and (6) Prophecy. We have to admit
that Paul got the job done.
It is only fair that we judge ourselves by our fruits. We, who claim to be fundamental and evangelical,
must become embarrassed before God for our empty altars. Often times we assume the smug
defense that: because of our "strong stand", nobody wants what we have. So, we'll just hold out
until the end and let the world go to Hell. Did Jesus die in vain? A million times, NO! There are
multitudes searching for God. Christian friend, if all you're doing is standing, please move over and
let someone past you, who will go into the "highways and byways" to reach the lost? After all, that's
what the Gospel is all about. That's why Christ went to the cross.

The purpose for the Church is to evangelize the world!
Where are the (American) real prophets? Throughout this nation there is, for the most part, a yet
unmotivated Gospel army, waiting for the signal to "March." Catchy slogans and high-pressured
promotion will not rally these special soldiers; their ears are tuned to a clear note, a certain
sound. They patiently await men of God, who, themselves attuned to His voice, will lead the
way. Men who, if need be, will trade the comfort of their plush offices for a damp jail cell. Men, who
are driven as Paul "...that I might by all means save some" (I Corinthians 9:22). Men, who would
rather be shut away with Jesus than go to "Disneyworld". Men, who would rather be "fishers of
men" than hang trophies on their walls.
In their heart of hearts, the true flock of God is not fooled by the frivolous, "glitzy" promotion that goes
under the title of "Holy Ghost Revival." Nor are they any longer satisfied with the pompous
pronunciations of spiritual superiority that too-long has been substituted for real Holy Ghost Fire in
"denominational Pentecostalism."
There is a wealth of energy and potential sitting in our pews. Paul said the five-fold ministry was for
the perfecting of the saints, unto ministry." The word "perfected" herein, means equipping. We in
the pulpit ministry are responsible to equip, train and prepare the laity to be involved in lay
ministries. Shepherds lead sheep; sheep beget sheep. Indeed, the Bible speaks of divine
combinations: spirit and truth; faith and works; Father and Son; deity and humanity; water and
spirit. As we proceed into the 21st century, there appears yet another combination, the "people and
the time." The "time" is upon us for fulfillment of the age! The people who will both proclaim . . . "The
day of the Lord is near", and preach the way of salvation; even now are anxiously stirring in
preparation. Urging and urgency are twin provocateurs that never leave them; morning, noon or
night. The "people" and the "time" are destined to arrive together.
It is time for another Amos to shout: "Prepare to meet thy God!" The time is right for another Jonah,
another Elijah, another Nahum to step out of gray mediocrity, separate themselves from their
powerless peers and boldly pro-claim: "Thus saith the Lord!"
IF we truly believe that Bible prophecy is unfolding before our eyes, and that this is, indeed, the
"beginning of sorrows", that Jesus foretold preceding his second coming: then we must be
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subordinate to our sacred calling to be His "witnesses" and servants to the proposition that: " . . . this
gospel of the Kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall
the end come." (Matthew 16:18)
Where are the prophets of God today? At this very moment they can be heard as clear trumpets,
ringing above the clatter, clamor, confusion and chaos of our present world. "For if the trumpet gives
an uncertain sound, who shall prepare himself to the battle?" (I Corinthians 14: 18) The American
prophets realize that God has allowed this nation to occupy a unique position in history as a fertile
field for the faith. Blessed with prosperity and liberty, America has been the home of fundamental
Bible Colleges and the sponsor of World Missions. This lifeline must be preserved.
End-time World Revival will come from awareness in our churches, as a result of men sent from God
with a message. These men will be defamed, slandered, libeled and hated by the world. They will,
likewise, be misunderstood, mistrusted and often wounded by their own peers. Nevertheless, and
regardless of the costs, there will be no turning back for the prophets of God. To have been to the
mountain top, heard the voice of God and then fail to proclaim His Word, would be to stand before
Him with "bloody hands." (Ezekiel 33:6)

Judgment for sin is near! The sword is coming! The Bible says so!
It is the sure will of God for the watchman to sound the trumpet of warning, while time remains for
whosoever will become unto salvation. The prophets of God must prompt the Body of Christ to reach
the lost. The Gates of Hell must be prevailed against! Souls must be delivered from every bondage.
Please listen with me to the stirring of warrior's armor, and recognize the clear note being sounded by
the true prophets of the end-time. Success or failure depends upon our discerning Creation from
confusion; Revival from revolution; "the" cause from "a" cause. For those who know the difference; for
those who "know" their destiny:

Victory is certain!
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Chapter 11
Conclusion:
Based upon the previous chapters it is clear and evident that the Church does have a major
problem of a Trojan horse IN its midst. It is not a situation of a possible attack from the
outside anymore, but rather a case of “an inside job” already.
In a Joy magazine dated November 2003, Andrew Strom wrote an article “Is God angry with
His prophets”. He stated that what we have now is a prophetic movement that can live
quite happy with the status quo – side by side with a thoroughly lukewarm church. In
other words, proclaiming the “good news syndrome”.
The very next article in the same magazine by Dr. Mark Bubeck states the following:
“But I think the predominant characteristic of churches today is Laodicea. I’ve travelled
many parts of the world and our country, and if I know my own heart before God, I have
no tendency to want to be critical – God has not built that into me – but I’ve never seen
such apathy, such carnality, such worldliness, such impotence. That’s a third way to look
at these churches – that the Laodicean church is a prophetic picture of how the church in
its visible presence would be at the close of the ages.”
And this was already identified in 2003. How far have we slid down the precipice since
then? Even as late as 2012 people such as Paul Daniel wrote in the “Juig” Magazine about
the works of satan in the church. He basically touched on some of the subjects which I have
also included in this book as being part of the Trojan horse strategy inside the Church. He
used the concept of the wolf in sheep’s clothes, but I think we are now far beyond that
point already as the enemy is growing more arrogant by the day, picking up power and
speed from one congregation to another on a daily basis. Humanism is rife in local churches
as the leaders are feeding their flock only on the carnal and soul-lish needs/greed. Most
churches operate as nothing more than a sound and happy social club.
Maybe the Church has focussed so much on the spiritual war “against the rulers, against the
authorities, against the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual
forces of evil in the heavenly places” (Eph 6:12- 18), that we missed the onslaught against
the Church that was brought about with our own arsenal of weapons and from within our
very own structures. The Word warned us that:
 Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in the latter times some shall depart from
the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; Speaking lies in
hypocrisy; having their conscience seared with a hot iron; (1Ti 4:1 -2)
 Verse 16: Take heed unto thyself, and unto the doctrine; continue in them: for in
doing this thou shalt both save thyself, and them that hear thee.
In finalizing this book, there is a massive pressure in my spirit to not only reveal the
problem, but also to come up with the solution. Everybody can see and speak about the
negative stuff and the wrong, but what should we do about it?
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The one thing that I am quite sure of is that the church and the world are desperately
looking for answers and the Truth. We know who that is; the Truth and the Way and the
Life – Jesus Christ! Unfortunately the Church at large is too busy with religion and religious
practices and serving Mammon, but seldom portray Jesus Christ or have Him (or allow Him)
in their services.
The questions that I would like to pose to the children of God and especially the leaders of
the Church of today are:
 “Is the Church still on its course to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ to a dying
world?
 Are you really busy with the Spirit of God, or with humanism?
 Are you making compromises with sinful and even demonic practices just in order
to remain popular and not to lose one of your major tithe payers?
The answer on the last question is that we as pastors and leaders are most definitely NOT in
a popularity contest! We only need to please our God and Savior and through this process
we will unfortunately displease some people around us and even make some enemies along
the way – because they do not want to hear the Word of truth that we speak in love!
I do believe when we see the truth of this deception and start to pray about it and against
the strategies of Satan, even stand up and speak against it and warn people about the
deception, I am confident the Lord will bring about a new anointing and outpouring of His
Spirit when the Church starts to seek the Truth. The thing is, the Lord wants us to trust Him
completely – and not on the whims of man.
"Do not turn to mediums or wizards; do not seek them out, and so make yourselves
unclean by them: I am the LORD your God. Lev 19:31
"Blessed is the man who trusts in the LORD, whose trust is the LORD (Jer 17:7-10 ESV)
Rather learn to trust the Lord and follow His Word. If you need guidance and wisdom – the
Word teaches us to pray about it and not to follow the “prophetic words” of man – except
when you find a true prophet who will give you a word of wisdom and a word of knowledge
and when you will know what he is revealing to you now, is something that only the Lord
will know about!

What do we need to do?
John Maxwell stated in one of his leadership books, that nothing will happen in the church
until someone applies leadership to it. The nation of Israel also has a good slogan/ proverb
“that a fish starts rotting from the head” - meaning if something goes wrong, start looking
at the leadership.
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Nothing is going to change – instead it will become worse than ever before as even the elect
will be deceived – before someone is going to stand up and say boldly:

This is now enough!

Enough of this Trojan horse of deception!
Enough of the false prophecies!
Enough of the gimmicks!
Enough of the lukewarm church!
What is the solution?
I know that when the church really starts to pray and our hearts are set right with our Lord
again, then He will answer. We find this age old recipe for renewal in the Lord from the
book of 2 Cron. 7:14 (compiled by a friend of mine Brother Chris Viljoen in this format):

2 Cron.7:14
"If my people, which aRe
callEd by my name,
shall humble themselVes, and pray, and seek my face,
and turn from their wIcked ways;
then will I hear from heaVen, and will forgive their sin
And
will heaL their land."
This is the recipe for Revival and hopefully it will transform the church agenda and
environment as the people within are transformed. Maybe we should organize a day at
Loftus or any other big stadium for a day of prayer. I wonder how many people will attend if
there is no celebrity preacher or musicians? I wonder how many leaders will find the urge
upon their spirit to mobilize their congregations in attending such a prayer meeting? Is
there anybody out there hearing this call to the church to pray together?

ONCE AGAIN…..
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It is time for the Church to WAKE UP!!!!

I am calling upon
the Pastors and the leaders in the Church:
Please test your hearts and motives with the Word!
Check out all the procedures and prophecies inside your church!
Stop or remove all gimmicks!
Allow the true Spirit of God to return
Don’t feed the good news syndrome
Let’s pray together:
Father, I am standing up in the Name of Jesus Christ our Lord and say this is
enough now! Satan, I come against you in the Name of the Lord Jesus Christ, His
blood is against you, His Holy Name is against you and your schemes and strategy to
infiltrate and defy the ministry structures as well as the gifts of the Holy Spirit has
now been revealed for all to see. You have challenged the structures of the living
God, you have tried to defy the Lord of Hosts and you will no longer succeed with
your plans. I terminate your plans in the lives of the children of God and pray that
their ears and eyes will be opened up to hear and see the truth from the Word of
God again.
Lord, Jesus I pray that You will enforce our prayers with Your Spirit and remove the
power of deception from your children and that You will deposit once again a new
fresh anointing and hunger and thirst for Your Word. Let Your Word be the guideline
in our lives once again and restore the true gifts of the Spirit, especially the gift of
prophecy and the gift of discernment in your Church. Amen.
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“ A Leadership model for the establishment of a Business Case Framework to provide
structure and motivation for funding purposes of sustainable Humanitarian and Spiritual
Development Projects in the rural areas of South Africa and Southern African countries”.
He has spent more than 18 months in research work across most of the South African provinces to
identify, analyze and compile suitable humanitarian projects in Business Cases for a Foundation
based in the USA. The main principle of the Business Cases entailed that suitable commercial
projects (commercial farms and businesses) be identified and purchased, which would not only
sustain (provide food and other building material) to the new humanitarian sites (Community
center/pastoral care; orphanage; old age home with frail care and hospice; private Christian School),
but would propel the Church environment to become self-sustainable to such a level that it would
be able to continue with the Humanitarian projects without the need for external funding after 3 - 5
years. It was during this time that he learned the valuable lesson on how to conquer
disappointment.
He and his wife has spent more than 14 years pastoring the Danville congregation (Danville
Pentecostal Revival Center and then later changed to End Time Pentecostal Ministries) in Pretoria,
South Africa. Being their first congregation, they faced a lot of challenges and learned quite a few
lessons through the years as this area is well-known for its poor community. Through faith they
established and ministered to this congregation from their own funding and the Lord had been
extremely good to them. He honored their faith and dedication through a special visitation in a
service one night in 1999, through awesome messages and revelations that He dealt with them from
the Word, and also experienced a couple of miracles in this small community church.
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The Lord dealt with him on two major issues since 2006, such as “Don’t feed the monkey”
and “The Trojan horse is IN the Church”, of which he recently also completed the books in
this regard. Pastor Eric truly believes in the message from Apostle Paul who declared:
For I am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for it is the power of God unto
salvation to everyone that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to the Greek. Rom
1:16 (KJV)
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